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The work reported herein is part of a continuing effort of the Applied Technology
Laboratory, US Army Research and Technology Laboratories (AVRADCOM), to con-
duct investigations directed toward advancing the state of the art of diagnostics for
Army aircraft. Technological advances continue to afford the Army the opportunity
to improve the maintenance and support requirements for gas turbine engines. It is
the intent of this organization to apply these technologies in a timely, productive,
and cost-effective manner.

The object of this particular effort was to establish the requirements and to define
the approaches to be used to include condition monitoring and on-condition mainte-
nance features in the design of advanced electronic control systems for helicopter
turboshaft engines. Although the investigation is considered to be generic in nature,
the General Electric T700 gas turbine engine was used to derive real world experience
and to evaluate applicability to an existing Army helicopter ga! turbine engine. The
T700 engine is being employed on the Army's UH-60A BLACK HAWK helicopter
(Sikorsky) and on the advanced attack helicopter (AAH) under development by
Hughes Helicopters.

The findings of this report are being used to identify the parameters necessary for
fault isolating the module and line replaceable unit (LRU) level and to assess the
impact of integrating diagnostic and condition monitoring (D&CM) functions with a
full authority digital electronic fuel control.

Although it has been shown that fault isolation by means of an electronic diagnostic
system is feasible, it has not yet been established that the D&CM system to accomplish
diagnostics would be cost effective. Future efforts are planned to assess the cost ef-
fectiveness and to conduct trade-off studies of potential engine D&CM systems and
their impact on Army aviation maintenance philosophies.

The technical monitor for this contract was Mr. G. William Hogg, Aeronautical
Systems Division.
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INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY

The Army's emphasis on improved maintainability, reliability, and life-cycle costs

for its fleet of new 1700 turboshaft engines has resulted in dramatic improve-

ments. Modularity in the basic engine design which permits major assemblies

such as the gas generator or power turbine to be replaced In the field, elinination

of rigging and trimming after accessory rep.ceaments, and remarkable improve-
ments in the remove-and-replace times for key control and accessories Line

Replaceable Units (LIU's) are achievements already accomplished. 'Tie benefits

of these maintainability features, however, may be further enhanced If the Army's

ability to correctly identify the faulty engine module or LRU can be improved,

'Ibis report describes two means of improving the LR U and module fault detection

and isolation: (1) adoption of a Full-Authority Digital Electronic Control (FADIW)

with built-in D&CM capability, and (2) integration of advance electronic condition

monitoring with uxistng engino control systems.

The digital coniputation used i a FADEC system allows the use of ilr|it-in failure
indication and corrective action (FICA) circuits to enhanco control syste.m rt i-

ability without tile it of rvdkoidit stensors. The prdieted reliability of the pro-
posud i'ADC ,pp1roavh ca) n)0 CoIparced to that of tie pr-Sent '°1h -tiI-?t
enltl.wi n oltIl sysAtem by looking at tho Iitntitnaito removals. lIO to the sautp-
tification of the hydroinehntcal ukit (iMU), aud any other featttr such i Uito
sulf-tosting of tle Olectronic control unit (lU), sigufnicant reductio) in mant-

unaeCO rwnovdaclsan be W rcdiutod (see Tale 1).

00 T'nyIot l :\.10,V

CoImpolnnt Ehgill S.ystem Remarkt1

Hlydro ill 'OAl.l 4, 3 1.3 AWI.C lIM less complex and less
Unit (UIMU) uu ble to Contafi.atio.

I.ectrI Cotro 2.2 1.5 Aene U fits from diglt~ l
Unit (IU) schedule cnipulttous, temperature

co mpatible nuatorals. automated
assembly. and self-testing.

Engine llstory 0. 7. 5 FADEC EC.,U incorporats the ELgiwe

* Recorder (MllU) li story Itecordr electronic auiion.

1 oqunllw Valve (SV) 1.3 1.3 No change.

0 1100 refers to thU 100-GE-0 engira throughout this report.

10



This improved reliability level can be translated to a reduction in maintenance for
these same components, as shown in Table 2.

TABLE 2. MAINTENANCE INDEX COMPARISON

Man-Hours per 10, 000
Engine Flight Hours

T700 FADEC
Component Engine System

Hydromechanical Unit (HMU) 153 22

Electrical Control Unit (ECU) 365 208
Engine History Recorder (EHR) 67 28
Sequence Valve (SV) 31 31

Total Control System 616 2V 9

These comparisons show that the FADEC can ultimately improve the overall engine
control system reliability and maintainability. This significant impact is increased

A- by the system weight and cost reduction due to the fact that much of the needed
D&CM sensors and computational capability is provided free in a FADEC-based
system.

This study was an investigation of the requirements to accomplish D&CM objectives
in the presence of the expanded number of available signals provided for future
FADEC applications. With FADEC, every engine sensor signal required for con-
trol system operation is available in a usable digital format and available in one

location lur diagnostic use. In addition to providing more signals for engine
diagnostics, the FADEC system has a failure indication and corrective action

(FICA) capability. The FICA strategy for turboshaft application is defined in the
study.

Preliminary estimates indicate that as many as 33 engine parameters may be re-
quired to detect and Isolate to the LIRU and module level the most common faults

predicted to occur in service with either the current T700 engine or a future
FADEC-equipped T700. Tne FADEC-equipped engine, however, would have 21
of these signals available in digital form, 4 in analog form and would require only

8 new sensors. The current T700 engine has 16 analog signals that could be made
available for D&CM, would require 17 new sensors and, of course, has no digital
signals. In addition, at least ten of the available analog signals would require
electrical circuit isolation.

,r 11



Because of the extensive engine and off-engine hardware and software that may be
required for module and LRU fault isolation, detailed trade studies are required
to provide data for sound decisions on the degree to which electronic fault isolation
can be accomplished within practical and economic limits.

The need for additional sensor development was studied and though all sensors
for FADEC development are available, recommendations are made for the devel-
opment of several special sensors as well as for cost reduction of digital pressure
transducers.,

12I
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TASK I - DIAGNOSTIC FUNCTION IDENTIFICATION

Engine diagnostic and condition monitoring systems mounted on board aircraft are
implemented in a variety of designs for both military and commercial aircraft.
These systems are designed to detect incipient failures, measure life used,
troubleshoot and identify faulty modules or components, and detect mechanical
and performance degradation.

Because the military aircraft D&CM environment is different from the commercial
in almost every aspect, the military services are developing their own D&CM con-
cepts by performing studies and building and flying development systems. General
Electric is contributing to these efforts under contracts with all three services.
The information contained in this report utilizes this ongoing GE- Mlitary D& CM
experience.

PRELIMINARY PARAMETER SELECTION FOR FAULT DETECTION AND
ISOLATION OF CURRENT PRODUCTION T700 LINE REPLACEABLE UNITS
AND MODULES

Table 3 is a preliminary or candidate list of the engine and aircraft parameters

believed necessary for LRU and modular fault detection and isolation to a high
degree of effectiveness. Detailed studies and analyses are required to develop a
more definitive parameter listing and a quantitative measure of diagnostic effect-
iveness for a D&CM system using the listed or similar parameters. It should be
pointed out that because engine faults detectable only by visual inspection (which
includes borescopy) can comprise 10-15% of all engine field events requiring
maintenance actions, electronic diagnostic systems cannot be expected to detect
and isolate more than 85-9(Xj of the field or organizatiotal level failures.
Effectiveness of Fault Dtoction (FD) and Fault Isolation (Fi) ls defited as follews;

No. of' ilu, ovents detected correctly by D&CM x 100
No. of actual failures experienced

F No, of' flure events ttat liave occurred x 100
No. of otaint. actions to correctO

*A maintenance action can be an engine, component, or module

replacemont or adjustment.

A further refinement can be made if it is specified that only events resulthg in an
in-flight power loss - automatic or voluntary (by pilot action) - are to be considered.
Such a restriction would tend to make any D&CM system appear to be more effect-
ive in Vault Detectiou.

13
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Tha maximum detection and isolation effectiveness rates for a D&CM system on
the current T'700 engine are estimatud to be 85 to 90 for detection and 75 to 80%
for isolation. Stu~ies are required to determine whether the achievement of these
rates would be cost effective. For comparison, the predicted rates for two GE
designed augmented turbofan engine D&CM systems are as follows:

F D~ F 17o #Paramneters

Engine X 95%(1 71,3% 44

Engine Y 897o 75.10() 43

~Count only events causing 10% power loss or more.

(2) Includes use of GSE - eiectriual circuit tester.

MODULES

The '1700 engine is comprised of four modules: cold section (compressor and out-
put section), hot section (combustor and high pressure turbine (IIPT)), low pres-
sure turbine (LP'l) niodule, and accessory module (accessory gearbox (AGB) and
most controls and accessories). For troubleshooting purposes, the accessory
mnodule is excluded from consideration since all its components except thle AUB are
LflU's that would be fault isolated and repluced separately as roquired.

Modular troubleshooting consists of detecting at fault, thou isolating the fault to one
of three modules. 'This mray involve one or n-ore of four diagnostic toolhniques,
depending upon the problem: perfornmooc measuroment, vibration nasurenient,
lWe used measurement, and oil dobris monitoring. Candildate parameters for mod-
ulatr troublejshootinig aresiiown on Table 3. It is itresting to note thiat aluthough
15 paramieters mray bo required, wnly three would be tatique to nodular Isolation.
Th1e relative predicted angino-cansed failura rates for the three modules of interest
as a perenmt of total engine events (as discussed latter In this section under die
heading of "Comparison of Prediceted aad Actual i1stributlon of ild E~vents").
excludii% Whe module relatod oil-wetted part events, are as follows:A

Coniprossor

Hot section 1). A%

fower Turbina 4. 6%k



Modular Performance Fault Isolation: Considerable savings in support costs m,. y
be possible if performance data taken electronically in flight or during ground tests
would identify the module(s) responsible for low engine performance of an installed
engine. In the case of the T700, a study was completed in Nov. 197 7 which def8 nod
an analytical technique and the additional engine instrumentation required by the
METS (mobile engine test stand) to isolate engine performance degradation to one
of the three performance critical modules, which are the compressor high pres-
sure turbine and power turbine. The METS nicthod, which was evaluated as cap-
able of "reasonable success" in fault isolation at maintenance bas-es, is not consid-
ered practical for installed engines becau~se of the added instrumentation required,
Including accurate airflow instrumentation. Another approach applicable to on-
the-wing fault isolation which has been studied requires much less adektd instru-
mentation than the METS and no airflow measurements. This method is a candidate
for further analysis and evaluation for installed engine modular performance deter-
miination and is thle basis for the parameter selectien shown on Table 3.

The difficulty of conducting the performnce diagnostic function in an aco~iPtable
manner is fully appreciated. Moro than 75% effectiveness in this type of fult iso-
lation is probably not achievable due to umneasurable leakage and cooling flow
variations, aud instrumentation error even If a practical method is developfad. III
addition to these difficulties is added the fact that overall engie performance to
very sensitive to) small changes in component perforraanco. For examplej the
effect of module thermodynamico efficiency on overall engine perform mice for the
T700 engine is approximuately as shown below. A 10% loss i engine power would

result from auy ono of the following reductiow ns cmo~tprorme

Powver Turbine tEffieoiuwy I10%
Compressor Efficiency 2, 6%
Gas Genorator Turb. Eff 2. 5%
Leakage 3 W

Modular VYlxrs.ion Fault Isolation: The use of externally anouid acooterometers
to detect power turbine, high pressure turbine. wid ompressor xvotor out-of-U mAts;
unbalance is feasible. Two acceoronietom-, one mrountod on the AOfl and ono on
the exhaust franie, will detect a one-per-revoufion unbalance condition on elier
rator. Signal conditiloning equipment unique to the accelerometers is roqulred,
including charge aniplifiers, high, and low pass filters. and tracking filters to traolk
the two rotor speeds. Since rator unbalance problems on the 1?O00 engine are most
easily detected during start-up acceleration. faidt isolaktion could bo performed
during low power rns.

ilogarding the detection of Incipieat bearing failures, oxperleace has shown. that
accaleroinetere are not suita~e for this role.
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Modular Oil-Wetted Part Fault Isolation: Bearing, gear, spline or seal problems
that generate magnetic debris particles In the oil will be detected by the master
chip detector. E~xamination of the six scavenge screens at the scavenge pump In-
lets will, in many cases, indicate the source of the debris. If this is inconclusive,
slave magnetic chip detectors can be inserted at the scavenge pump inlets for
more effective debris capture during ground runs. Permanent installation of
indicating and chip datectors in each line would not be recommended. Permanent
installation of manually read magnetic plugs might be considered, if proven cost
effective.

Modular Life UsMYonLtgW4: The measirement of low cycle fatigue based on
gas generator speed axcursions and stress rupture life usage based on cumulative
time - T4. 5 temporature me,-surement can provide a valuable prognostic tool for
scheduling borescope inspactions or module replacement. When LCF and stress
rupture life limit's beeome well. ostablished for -several ritical hot anid rotating
parts, these life usage measures can direct maintenance actions to specific
modules with favorable rallability, maintainability and life-cycle cost impacts.

LINE PlACEABUNT LHIjSj

Table 4 lists the 23 11700 oegne orponents classified as LRL Us by the 71700O PIDS
Appendix 501. Thie L)RU tabulation is arranged In order of decreasing prite
failure rate to show the LJRU' a with the highest potential payoff for D& CM at the
top. Also shown is a pr lamry estimate of the most effective D& CM tochmniquo
for fault isolating eachi nono-FADE C 1700 LIMU. Of special interest is the obsor-
vation that only 10 LlHt's or '10% 4re strong candidateos for fault Isolation by
electronic D&CM Iatontoriag. The renning L1VU failures are Isolated by ground
eloctyieal circuitt checks o visual Inspection. In terms of numlber of failuro
events per 10 houva diagwod electronically tl'e porcentage is higher - 279/331 -

or 84%.

Ilefereuco to Ta~ble 3 dIcatas that as many as 17 additional signals, most of which
roquire added engine oensora, may be required to achieve the nod nium pr-actical
D&8 CAI fault isolation capability. Moat of these sensors would becomo LHW's also
subject to failure and eqWuing fault Isolation logic,

~IMIE ITEM. DEVELOPM-ENT SPECIFICAT!ON (lPIM)) F~OR 1T00-GE-100
ThUDWHAFT ENGIN4E, Gewvial Electric Co., Lywa, MA., U. S.Army
Speu! fteation No. AA-CP 22-200A, Mae 213.
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TABLE 4. D&CM PRIORITY LJST FOR LINE REPLACEABLE UNITS
T700 LRU(1) PREDICTED FAILURE RATES AT MATURITY

Potential Fault Isolation Method

(2) Ground
FR/106  Support Manual/

Hours D&CM Equipment Visual

1. Electrical Control Unit 105 X
2. Hydromechanical Control 42 X

Unit
3. Thermocouple Harness 19 X X

(T4.5)
4. Anti-Icing Starting Bleed 17 X

Valve
5. Lube/Scavenge - mp 17 X
6. Fuel Filter Assy. 16 X
7. Sequence Valve 14 X
8. Fuel Boost Puinp 13 X
9. Ignition Exciter 12 X

10. Oil Filter Bypass Sensor 12 X
It. II-IS Blower 10 X

12. Torque Sensor 8 X
13. Np Sensor 8 X
14. Wiring Hlarnosses 7 X

15. Igittr8. 7 X
16. Primer Nozzles U X X
17. Engino History Recordor 4 X
18, Alternator Stator 4 X X
19. Chip 1teotor 4 X X
20. Radial Drive Shalt x
21. Oil Filter 2 X
22. Oil Cooler 2 X
23. Igouo Loada 2 X X

(')LBU's defined by PUXS Alpoudix 50

2TWO0 1I-MONTHiLY RELIABILITY PROGRESS RIEPORT, Genaol Electric

Co., Lyun, MA., U.S. Arry Contract No., DAU01-72-C-031, CDRL Item
A060, 20 May 1974
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Oil-Wetted Parts (OWP)

Monitoring of oil-wetted parts can isolate oil system problems to oil system LIRU's
such as pump, filter and cooler as well as detect non-LRU problems such as Incip-
ient bearing, seal, AGB and spline problems. As indicated later in this section
under the heading of "Comparison of Predicted and Actual Distribution of Field
Events", oil-wetted part problems are predicted to comprise about 19% of the ti
problems to be encountered at organizational level. Of greater impact is the .-,j
tentlal to prevent secondary engine damage and mission aborts by early warning of
impending OWP problems. As Table 3 shows, only six monitored parameters are
required to perform these functions. Assumidng the existence of a D&CM system,
OWP monitoring should be very cost effective.

Control LIIU' 5: The need for a detailed analysis of the non-FADEC T'700 control
diagnostic system becomes clear when studying Table 3. Twenty-one candidate
parameters of the 30 listed may be required for control and fuel systems diagno'sis.
Six of these parameters would require now sensors and several more would re-
qu, o electrical isolation or buffering to prevent the D&CM system from causing
apurious signals to be fed Into the engine's control. A trade study which considers
projected system effectiveness, llfe-cycie cost effects, and reliability and mnain-
tainability impact is required in order to quantify those factors and provide a sound
basis for future actions.

An indication of the computer logic requIred for control fault Isolation can be ob-
tiziod by reforouco to the T700) Maintenance Instructions TM55-7840-248-"3,

[3

31 May 1978,~ The troubleshooting procedure block dlagramns coanpriaL ipages
of troubleshooting logic, 48~ of which are coicerned wvith fuel mid control system
problemis. A 1)&CN4 computer systoi compriaing signal conditioning andi fault
detection circuitry i the airlmorn system plus fault isolatioli logic and display
facilities, probably in a ground-baed until, would be necessry to lprovido the
mnaintemince messages for 1,111 fault isolation. Thuo awalysis avid trade study wodd
determnile how much of this logic would We feasile to include In the airborno L)&CM
system and how much In Whe ground unit.

Other J1lhI's

Separator blower failures car. be detocted and isolated with either a diffoe'ntial
pressure or Wwmperature sensor.

T700-G -700 Engino, =555-2840-043-23, 31 May 1978
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Wiring harness and connector problems require circuit checks with ground equip-
ment for isolation.

Engine history recorder problems become obvious when recorded data is analyzed.

Ignition system problems can be detected by monitoring ignition exciter output by an
induction coil around the ignition leads. Isolating the problem between leads and
igniters, however, probably requires ground circuit checks.

Sensors: Logic can be programmed into a D&CM virborne computer to make
gross signal validity checks of most engine analog signals. The logic will deter-
mine if each signal is within the min-max band for an engine running between
ground ide and high power conditions. Signal errors due to sensor calibration
shifts, however, would not be detected as they would with a FADEC/FICA equipped
engine as discussed later in Section V.

T700-GE-700 ENGINE FIELD FAILURE ANALYSIS

An analysis of all General Electric Field Service Reports (GE DV-7) has been
made covering UTTAS and AAH flight testing of the T700-GE-700 engine between
October 1974 and Juno 1977. The testing included more than 11,000 hours of
T700 engine oporation.

The falilure rate of the unqualified 1100-GE-700 engines Js not of interest for this
analysis, but the distribution of failurea is important since it Is al indication of
the areas of greatest payoff for diagaostics and (.adition monitoring. Dlstribution
of the 197 falure ovonts resulting ia an engine or component removal Is showa In
Table 5.

Table 5 ahows that:

1. 'here was a low incidence (3) of perforwaAce problems. In the six
perfornmace events there was no consistent degradation versus time
effect. Time-since-now (ITSN) varied from 1. 5 hours to 143 hours.
Longtime factory enginos with more than 600 twurs had no discoarible
porfortuanoe dogradatiwi

2. 1thoro wa. a predomdnatice of controls and fael system probleols (53%1).
FIurthor review of the detais shows four conponents (1IMU, ECU, SV,
and primer nozzles) aceounting for over 60 of all events iW this cate-
gory. With a FADEC system, the incidence of control failures should
be siifcauty riduced, as shown in Tabl 1.
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3. OWP problems accounted for 19% of the total failure events. This
proportion, however, does not accurately reflect the critical nature of
OWP problems. Such problems, If undetected early in their failure
state, can and typically do lead to catastrophic failure with extensive
associated secondary damage.

TABLE 5. DISTRIBUTION OF T700-GE-700 ENGINE FAILURE EVENTS

Failure Events Percent

Performance Loss (1) 3.4
Compressor 3.9
Controls and Fuel System 53.4
Electrical (2) 12.3
Oil-Wetted Parts (3) 19. 2
Miscellaneous 7.8
Hot Parts 0.0

100.0 (4)

(1) hicludos only those events caused by stalls, damage, or deterioration of gas
path elements. It excludes abnormal perfornmnce corrected by control
component replcemnents.

(2) Koy electrical coutrol components included with controls and fuel systo....

(3) Includes lube and scavenge systems sumps, seals, k'arings, and sensors.
Twenty-seven chip detector inspections Nxised on cockpit chip light indications
arc nut included, as no engine or sensor failures wore Involved. In most
cases, manufacturing or assembly debris caueed the indbatou. In no cxiw,
however, did the detector fail to detact a bearing failure.

(4) "All-cause" failures were Included rather than nglue oi d ..sc ailhreI ,

the usual measure of engine reliability. For DMCM analysis Purposes.
detection and fault isolation of all events, regardless of cause, is of ooncern.
For example, all FOD events were included as compressor failure events as
well as all stall events (porformance event), some of which way have bon
airframe induced.
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In conjunction with OWP problems, there were 39 chip detector alarms. Of these,
12 were valid and 27 were false, caused by manufacturing or maintenance debris.
The 3:1 (39/12) ratio is lower than GE T700 factory experience of 5:1 or the
Army's experience of 5-6:1 on other engines; nevertheless, chip detector systems
warrant improvement. Under the present T700 engine maintenance plan, the
procedure in the event of a chip alarm is to first shut down the affected engine, as
soon as safety permits. The next step is to remove, inspect, clean and reinstall
the chip detector. If analysis is not conclusive, run the engine for 15 millutes to
see if another chip alarm is generated. If another chip alarm is not generated in
the 15-minute test run, it is assumed that the initial alarm was not caused by
abnormal wear or failure but by manufacturing debris or normal wear fuzz, and
the engine ii-: returned to service. If another chip alarm is generated in the 15-
minute run, the process is repeated until either the chips clearly indicate failure
or three 15-minute runs have resulted in no chip alarm. Such failure indications
vill result in engine removal, teardown, and failure investigation. The above chip
alarm procedure has been fully effective in discriminating between a false chip
alarm and an OWP failure usually with just one 15-minute run. Every failure
during flight test was detected prior to the occurrence of wecondary daitgc, and
no engine was removed due to a false chip alarm. There were no chip detector
failures.

on of Predicted and Actual Distribution of Field Events

Table 6 shows a close correlation of predicted field failure distribution at orgimi-
Vational level versus the disttibution of all-cause removals that aitually occurred.
The predlted failure distribution was obtaied directly fivom the currout T700
Failur Mode and Effect Critical Analysis (FVILCA) shoots.

" I,'ERAL ELECTIC MODUMIR WEIWAC EMENT EX(I EIENCE

iThe iodular desigu of the CFG ftunily of migines facilitates quick turnamundmaitenance. The engine is made up of a numbr of separato modtles or enine

maintenance units (EMU's). The enine can bo disassembled into modules for
secotionalized roair wnd for rapid omngin turnaround by module replacement.
Modules and their subeomponeats can be chmaged quickly aid efficel y, as jilu-
trated by the typitml ivrlacowe t times showu on pao 26.

I
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TABLE 6. MATURE T700 PREDICTED FAILURE RATES VERSUS
MEASURED REMOVAL RATES AT FLIGHT TEST

Measured On
Predicted Flight Test

Engine Caused All Causes

Failure Percent

Rate Engine No. of Percent
Component (106 hr) Total Events Total

CONTROL AND FUEL SYSTEM

Hydromechanical Unit (HMU) 41.7 7.9 37 18.3
Sequence Valve 14.0 2.6 22 10.9

Fuel Filter 16.0 3.0 2 1.0
F , el Boost Pump 13.0 2.4 4 2.0
Fuel MamIfold 10.0 1.9 1 0.5
Fuel Injectors 6.0 1.1 0 0
Anti-Icing wnd Starting Bleed Valve 17.0 3.2 6 3.0
Electrical Control Unit (ECU) 105.0 19.8 10 5.0
Primer Nozzles 4.0 0.7 18 8.9
Torque Sensor 8.0 1.5 5 2.5
1med Sonsor 8.0 1.5 0 0
Uukiovi - 2 1.0

Totals 242.7 45.6 107 53,0

SSwir ame 4,0 0.8 2 1.0
Front Fra , 1 0.4 -

Midfrmue and Ma ratuo 12.4 2.3 -

11.1 2.1 8 (FOD) 4.0
Ileal" 6.0 1. 1 3 (Stall) i, 5

Variable Gooniet'y Lb o 8.0 15 -

elnt Guido VaO 4.5 0.8 -

Totals 4.1 9.0 13 6.4

• . "
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TABLE 6 - Continued

Measured On
Predicted Flight Test

Engine Caused All Causes

Failure Percent
late Engine No. of Percent

Comnponent (106 hr) Total Events Total

OIL-WETTED PARTS

Chip Detector 4.0 0.75 0 -

Accessory Gearbox (AGB) 24. 1 .. 5 0 0
Lube and Scavenge Pump 17.0 3.2 5 2. 5
Oil Cooler 2.0 04 6 3.0
Luba Filter and B. P. Sensor 14.0 2.6 2 1.0
No. 1 Bearilig Seal 1.0 0.2 6 3.0
No. 1 Duplex Bearing 2.4 0.5 0 0
No. 2 Roller Bearing 1.0 0.2 0 0
No. 4 Roller Bearing 2.5 0.5 2 1.0
Power Takeoff Drive Assombly 1.0 0.2 - -

No. 3 Bll Hearing 2.3 0.4 10 5.0
No. 5 Roller Bearing 1. 0.3 0 0
No, 6 Il,0l Bearing 1.3 0.3 0 0
No, a Carbon %W 8.0 1.5 2 1.0
Mcellaneous - 6 3.0

Total 82.1 15.5 39 19.3

iX*XUM NAI CONFIGURATION

Fuel Liaes and oses 10.0 1.9 - .

Luhe LiUOS wrd floses 4.0 0. 8 ....
Air Lines and Brackets 4.7 0.8 - -

0 fdot Paj-UolO Soparator Blower 10.0 1.9 10 5.0

Total 28.7 5.4 10 5.0
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TABLE 6- Continued

Measured On
Preuicted Flight Test

Engine Caused All Causes

Failure Percent
Rate Engine No. of Percent

Component (106 hr) Toti Events Total

ELECTRICAL

History Recorder 4 0.8 9 4.5
Igniter, Plugs, and Leads - - 5 2.5
Ignition Exciter 20 3.8 2 1.0
Wiring Harnesses 7 1.3 4 2.0
T4 .5 Harness 19 3.6 5 2.5
Alternator 4 0.7 0

Total 54 10.2 25 12.4

2 POWER TURBIYI

Output Shaft 1.0 0.2 - -
lower Turbine (PT) Case 2.0 0.4 2 1.0

Stage 4 Nozzle 5.0 0.9 - -
Stage 3 Nozzle 8.0 1.5 1 0.5
Power Turbine (PT) Rotor 7.1 1.3 - -
Exhaust Frame 2.0 0.4 4 2.0

Total 25.1 4.7 7 3.5

HOT SECTION

Rotor Assembly (HPT) 8.9 1.7 1 .5
Combustion Liner 16.0 3.0 - -
Rage 1 Nozzle 19.0 3.8 - -
Stage 2 Nozzle 7.0 1.3 - -

Total 50.9 9.6 1 .5
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Engine Module or Number Replacement
Component Men Time (Hours)

Low-Pressure Turbine 4 6:00
High-Pressure Turbine 3 3:20
Stage 1. Nozzle 2 1:00
Combustion Liner 2 1:00
Ignition Plugs 2 0:09
Fan Rotor 3 4:40
Fan Blades 3 1:25

The modular design which permits changes without compulsory pretesting of indiv-
idual EMU's or aosurance testing of the engine has been proven in commercial
operation of CF6 engines. For example, one operator reinstalled 62 engines which
had module changes without a t .Et cell run. Of these, only three did not give
satisfactory performanze. A study of another operator's 46 module change-outs
revealed that whca 35 were again removed after considerable flight time, only four
engines had problems that might have been detected earlier in test cell runs.

The CF6 modular design also allows the engine to be split and subsequently quickly
reassembled into core, low-pressure turbine, and fan sections with self-contained
tooling. Such capability permits shipment of the CFG engines (with necessary tool-
ing) in a variety of military and commercial aircraft, including wide-bodied jut
transports. This feature could be a major factor in reducing aircraft on ground
(AOG) time for an aircraft in an area remote from its main maintenance base.

lReplacing modules on this FnraUl turboahtfft engine is comparatively simtple. "T1e
engine is divided into four modules: te cold section module, hot section modr'o),
power turbine modulo, and accessory module (see Figure 1).

Cold section modulo removal and replacemenut Is now darne at the depot whereas
the other modales arc replaceable In the field.

Hot section module replacement has been difficult in the past, Now, with better
control of balance and clearances, 1*100 production engine hot sections can be
changed without match halaucing,

The power turbine module has been reoved and replaced froquently with no ad-
verse effect on engiue vibrations or performance.

Successful romoval and replacemut of the accessory module with no performance
change have bean damonstratd.
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T700-GE-700 ENGINE CONDITION MONITORING EXPERIENCE

Background

The status of Diagnostic and Condition Monitoring of the T700 engine at the comn-
pletion of the UTTAS and AAH intensive flight test programs is given in Volume 8
of the T700-GE-700 Engine Design Report4 . Volume 8 documents D&CM develop-
ments since June 1976 and offers subjective judgments and comments on the les-
sons learned that may apply to future turboshaft engine programs.

Engie Hlistory Recorder

The engine history recorder (EHR) is a 2-1/2-pound engine-mounted electrical
analog device which is supplied on all production T700-GE-700 engines. Inaccur-
ate counting of the number of engine starts, caused by the momentary power in-
terruptions during preflight operations, when electrical loads were being trans-.
ferred from the auxiliary power unit (APU) to the aircraft alternator, was a
nuisance problem durig flight test. The problem has been solved by powering
the EHR from the engine alternator throughi the engine wiring harness.

Field experience has dictated changes to the measured parameters on the original
EIIB to Improve the utility of its output for monitoring the lives of key serialized
engine components and modulea. The origil and improved parameter displays
are compared in Table 7.

TAnA: . MEUDPAAMETIPEUOE

OrighnaIParvanetors Imiproved Parameoters

Engine Hlours Engine Hours - No Change (N/C)
Tite- Temporature Index Time 'TCouperature Index - N/C
Starts Low Cycle )!atiguo (LCl F) Count -

F~ull Cycles
Nwmbor of Ovartemparaturo Low Cycle Fatigue (Wi') Cem

Events Par'tial Cycles
Overtamperaturo W~ag Eliminated

41losen, At, M., 1700-GE-100 MICNE D)ESIGN RlEPOR1T. CONDITION mOa-
TOIG AND L)IAGNOSCIC30 Ocueral Electric Co., Lynn, YU, Aircraft

Engine Greup, Ilepor UVSAE0043, Volume 8, 28 June 10743.
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Ideally, a more advanced unit would have two more useful output functions:

1. Computation of low cycle fatigue using a more sophisticated cycle
counting method that equates all speed related cycles large and small
to an equivalent number of "master cycles"'. This would replace two
LOF cycle counts - major and minor. A program to accomplish more
accurate computation of LCF has recently been initiated.

2. Computation of engine health performed in the EHR and displayed in
the cockpit to relieve the pilot of some HIT check functions that divert
his attention from flight operations.

Both of the above functions require computations best done by a digital computer.
The advanced EUR would then have the following functions:

Engine operating hours
Time - temperature Non-resettable counts
ILCF master cycles

Engine health/or degradation - percent Input to cockpit display.

MatiChle tector

QOn masater chip detector desigpi change has been approved recently by tile Army
for production engines. Thie secoudary (nonniagnetic) gap is being eliminated In
an effort to reduce the incidonce of nuisance sigilals. This gap waa locatted at the
bottom of the detector body where nonnagaetio suspended particles would collect.
E~ngine test con~irmed that nomuagnotic metallic contamninants were not indicative
of engine failuims, Ihe 5 to I ratio of nulance signals to failure signals is ex-
1woted to be reduced by this change. A longer range apprcutch to the roduotion of
nuisance siguals would be the developruent. of a detector that could, with or witluout
hunuam assistunce, discrtilato betwoen random metallic chips (creating nuisance
signlala) and debris being gonerated by u failure in process. A programn to iniprovo
the discriatination capabilty of the chip detector bAs recautly bowi initiated.

011 Uonitor

An Army decticn bas been made to doter or drop further T700 oil nionitor factory
evaluation on the basis tat adequate bear'ing condition monitoring can be done with
a obip detectr,~ 1T oil mnntor, a beh-tested device developed by GE, was
more effective tMan apetroaletric oil &Woaly to detecting oil contamination, but
both techtnkues suffered becaus of the &ea Wi filtration (3 wmason absolute) of
the TTOO lube system.



Engine Health Monitor

Preliminary factory development tests were successful in demnonstrating that an
engine health monitor could detect overall engine performance degradation within
±1% of an as-new baseline. The corresponding performance degradation capable
of being detected in an aircraft was predicted to be ±2%. Feasibility of the engine
health monitor concept has been demonstrated.

Filter Bypass Indicators

Both fuel and lube filters provide an electrical signal to the cockpit denoting actual
openings of the filter bypass valve. A pop-out red button on each filter body warns
the mechanic that an impending bypass condition exists. The lube pop-out button
has a thermal lockout to prevent impending bypass signals due to cold oil, a tem-
poiary condition. Early problems with the thermal iL,;kout have been resolved.

Borescope

The Army has approved i standardized rigid borescope for the T700 and two
boroscope ports have been relocated to facilitate insertion and removal of the
horoscope.

Diagnostic Conoctor - E4

Th10 E4 23-pin connoctor on the electrical control unit Is provided for ground-
checking electrical control circuits. No peculiar ground support equipment (PGSE)
wit has yet been authorized for this purpose. A proposal is now under considera-
tion by AVSCOM for providing such a uit for devolopment'test use. The test
unit, powered from tho UT A or AA1 APU, aud simple and light enough to be
carried by one man, would spued IU fault isolation.

lHitor Unbalance Monitor

This vilbation analyzer box was designed for use with a bearing-mounted acelor-
orneter and consequently is not culibrated for use with extorvally mounted sensors.
Internal acceleromeAra were found to be unreliable and were discardod. An eval-
nation program Is under way to qualify two eWernully mounted accelerometers on
the 100 engine, one on a speciol pad of the accessory gearbox (AGo) and the
other on the exhaust frame flango. 1Tree aecelerometer )aiufacturoral sensors
are being evaluated on factory devel,4pment engines, Results to date have indicated t
a possible high temperature life problem with the exhauet frame accelerometors !
which are rated for temperatures up to 900°F with 20 pieo caulombs/g sensitivity.Such sonsors represent an advance in the current state of the art which Is 10 plo.

coulomba/g at that temperature.
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SUMMARY OF RECENT GENERAL ELECTRIC ENGINE CONDITION
L MONITORING (ECM) ACTIVITIES

General Electric is currently engaged in a broad range of ECM activities. They
include studies to determine the appropriate ECM system for particular GE
engines, the development of ECM systems to evaluate "on-line" various ECM
sensors and concepts, and the production of ECM systems as part of GE engir's
or offered as optional equipment. While each ECM application is unique, data de-
rived from one system can, in many cases, be applied to other systems. In the
conduct of this study, General Electric utilized information gained from other
E CM activities where appropriate.

Table 8 indicates the content of the various ECM activities in which GE has been
involved, including comments relative to purpose, degree of success, and other
pertinent information.

The data and experience gained from the work summarized in Table 8 are applic-
able to this FADE C study and lead to a number of general conclusions.

1. Modular performance measurement by D&CM systemis hats not yet
been demonstr-ated.

A programa is undmrway for tho CFMI-56 onglao to define the instru-
mnontation and computer logic to fault isolate performance problems
to the module level for this largo commercial engine. If successful,
an importatt maintenance cost & downtime saver will be achieved
for the commercial ongine unors. No siniflar program is in effect
for GE wilitary engines, nor has a cost offbotivoness study boon
done to justify the need.

Z* ~'C enin-imowitod sensors and wiring haunne utb pcal
* desigued to withstand the in-sorvice engiue eaviroutuent.

tExprience has shown that UCM sensors and wiring unsouited to the
orngine etwiromurt have resulted In considerable system downtime,
false signals, and loss of confidenou in engine condition monitoring

* 1min general. Thi9 has boon especially true in~ eases where fUse
signal s have c~aused engine shutdowns. Where ECWI angino-muounted
sensors and wiring harnesses have been ruggedized and designed to
be insensitive to beat and vibration, Laiuros and ae signa1s* h ave

4beow roducedl to anm acceptable level.



3. Simplicity enhances the probability of success of ECM systems.

As ECM systems are fundamentally data acquisition, processing,
and recording systems, the probability of their functioning success-
fully is inversely proportional to the number of sensed parameters
and the number of functions provided. Complex ECM systems
have experienced many problems associated with hardware and
software; redesign of ECM systems invariably results in substantial
simplification.

TABLE 8. GENERAL ELECTRIC ENGINE CONDITION
MONITORING (ECM) ACTIVITIES

2 A

STUDIES

The F404 ECM study has been completed. T" e
results of the various systems considered areo
presented below.

&sateim A - Az exponsive system foaturing in- X ~(X X X X 43
flight control system monitoring, on-engine sig-
nal oniiouing, and no POSE. This system was
not recommnended by GE~ due to its weight and
lack of cost offlootvaness.

System J3-A moderately expentaive syStem 81mi- X X X X XC X 29
11,r in function to System A, but without on-engin
signal conditioning or in-flight colativi monitor-
ing. control system data to acquired during
ground runs using PGSE. This lighter and cost

effeoIve&sstem was reconuneuded by GE.. j - - -
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TABLE 8 - Continued

STUDIES - Continued

Base-Line (BL) System -This relativelyin- X X X X X - 13
expensive system was within original budget-
ary estimates. As compared with System A,

: this BlL system does not ave on-engine sig-
~nal conditioning, in-flight control monitoring,
~LRU fault isolation, or PGSE,and is some-

what limited in other system features. This
~is the system that was adopted by the Navy.

• TF34 EDS I - This study is still in progress. iX X X x- x X- X :18

In-service failure history has been analyzed in
order to determine actual versus predicted fail-
ure modes. Candidate parameters and functions
have been selected and algorithms are being
developed toallow the effectiveness of these
parameters and functions to be evaluated.
Parameters were selected in compliance with

i the contractural requirements that: (1) sensors
': be removable without engine disassembly, (2) no

enine, atruoture modification be required, and
(3) only current state-f-the-art tustrumentation
be proposed.

.. * These are candidate parameters. Final parameter selection has not yet been
i made.
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TABLF 8- Continued

) ),

DEVELOPMENT SYSTEMS

TF34 EDS II - General Electric is support- X X X X X 15
ing Northrop in its demonstration program
to equip three A-10 aircraft with Northrop's
Engine Health Monitoring Systems (EHMS).
These systems were previously utilized on
Air Force T38 aircraft. In-flight data is
stored In memory and transferred to PGSE
postflight.

F101 cIrrs - Thlis au xtensivo ECM sys- X X X X X X X 44
tom foaturiug in-flight contrel system moni-
toring, on-englue signal condtioing and no
PGSE. Thcre of those systems are ftwtion-
ihg on Bi aircraft dMring te flight test w'o-
gram and a fouxri system is boig; operated
in the GE factory. To date most system ob-
jectiveo have been met and Air Force aooop-
tanae hab bo-a high.

TF39 AD)EMN I - Thswas a joint effort by X 7 X X X X 44
the U. S, Air Pore and General Ulotr'o to
desi, i ta I In a C-5A aircraft, and oval-
uato an Advanceod 1)iagnostie Einglue Monitor-
tog -oem. Although severely danagd during
Its first flight, due to an omo gen,&T Ianding,
the systenm oeration umd imdysis indicated
that the program objecUves would have ben
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L TABLE 8 - Continued

DEVELOPMENT SYSTEMS - Continued

TF39 ADEMS 11 - This system is more modest X X X X X X 29
in approach than ADEMS I and has 29 param-
eters. At this time It has undergone extensive
factory checkout and is now in the process of
flight checkout installed in a C-SA aircraft.

iLM2500 I - This exiisive ECM syste was X X X X 42
testod and evaluated at NAVREC Philaddiphla
from November 18, 1976 to Soptober 28,
1976. This testig allowed thorough hard-
ware and software evaluation that led to
recolumendations for a follow-on systow,

LM2i00 i - Ihls ECM system has beon re- X X XiX 14
d" tged based on teostiug md evaluation of
the LM2500 I systom. It has boon reduced

nfrom 42 to 14 parwnot~ir, T5, 4, one of
thu 14 -CM partimetors, is detornitied
front I1 iudividual TS. 4 thertnoMouPlO$,
The systeam hbs been completed and will bo
.histalled oi. board the Callahan Army
LogisUcs 1lp for ow year of agt-sea

j '

1. A .. ..
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TABLE 8- Continued

h

oo

PRODUCTION SYSTEMS

CF6 - Minimal ECM systems are offered X X X X X *
to customers as options. They have had
limited acceptance to date.

CFM56 - There will be qualified ECM sys- X - - X X X *

toms offered with the ongine upon ceartif ica-
tion in late 1979. The customor can purchase,
as options, whatever mix of systoms he do-
sires. Flight data will be supplemented with
data frow specialky mounted ECM ensors
during grotud diagnostic runs.

* T"~e number of parwneter6 available in th se ECM -yatems will vary with air-
fra ae and customer requirements.
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DIAGNOSTIC FUNCTION CATEGORIES AND EVALUATION

To meet the Army's D&CM requirements for future turboshaft engines with full
authority digital electronic controls, four principal diagnostic functions must be
performed. These functions (tabulated in Table 3) have the following principal
purposes.

Cocqpit Cautions - Warning to the pilot that an engine problem is imminent that
may result in a power loss. Prompt action may prevent secondary damage.

Condition Monitoring - To support "On Condition Maintenance" by measuring
and recording data indicative of the overall mechanical and thermodynamic
condition of the engine and the life remaining in key engine parts.

Fault Detection - Detecting out-of-limit conditions.

Fault Isolation - The logic process utilizing engine data to isolate the cause of
an undoeirable engine condition to a specific module or LItU. In the case of
electronic fault isolation, a simple means of communicating the finding to the
maintwianco person is also required.

The rankings in *1able 9 result from Judging today's egaine lieeds/p bloms and
the practicmlity and cost oifctivonoss of avaLlable toehltques.

TABLE 9, DIAGNOSTIC FUNCTION CATEGOR IES AND EV ALUATION

mend to

1ST 2ND N/J{* into
PIJTY PltIOi4trrTY NOW FAi)lEC

Cuki Actioo04coaunigPio

-Low. Idgh or flua, ting oil
pressure

- high vibration x
- Chip detecot X x
-iFuel or lube WIter bypass x

- Confastor ovorpresuro x x
Hr- Oil tem ratiure x

, .- Bearing aco te~iporature

: .' "., ' :, "3.
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TABLE 9 - Continued

Recom-
mend to
integrate

IST 2ND N/IR* into
PRIORITY PRIORITY NOW FADEC

Condition Monitoring for "On
Condition" Maintenance

-Performance check for engine
health determination 2

- Count and record low cycle
fatigue NG cycles x x

- Compute and record stress
rupture life x x

- Measure engine operating hours x x
- Low cycle fatigue (LCF) -

P3 cycles x x
- SOAP - Oil analysis X
- Boresopo inspection x

Fault fotection anid Recording

- lecord oxceedaneo data sots for
manual or electrnic ana iyls x

- Trak selected control slelulos
for LHU fault detoution x s

- Track vilbration as fauution of NI
& NG to detect Mator unbalauco
and sevcv1 FO) X

- Detect sensor lUlures X
- Detect ovoiiehxp., OVsorap.3tk K X

- Track oil plessure and NG to
detect oil system problems x

- Detect stall x x
- Process lilt vhek data for

performanca tread aalysis x

3
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TABLE 9 - Continued

Recom-
mend to
integrate

1ST 2ND N/R* into
PRIORITY PRIORITY NOW FADEC

Fault Isolation and Annunciation

- Process exceedance data through
logic prograws for LRU fault
isolation x

- Conduct visual inspection of
engine for leak8, oil level, filter
bypass, inlet FOD, loose
fittings, etc. x

- Modular fault isolation - performance x x
- Modular fault isolation - oil-wetted

parts (OWP) x x
- Modular fault isolation - vibration x

Modular fault isolation - life usage x x

*N/R - Not recommended now.
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TASK II - DIAGNOSTIC METHODS IDENTIFICATION

A comparison of the T700-~GE-700 engine with the TF34-GE-2 and the TF34-GE-
100 engines is given in Table 10 and shows similar trends In the distribution of
D&CM events. A D&CM event is an actual or potential failure detection that would
be accomplished by use of a D&CM system. In any analysis of engine field data,
the number of D& CM events exceed the number of failures because many failures
are detectable by more than one D&CM sensor.

TABLE 10. DISTRIBUTION OF D&CM EVENTS

T700-GE-700 TF34-GE-2 TF34-GE-100
M% M% %

Vibration 4.6 7.4

oil-Wetted Parts 22.2 9.6 23.3

P'erformance 5Q4.4 2.5

Hot Section 9.8 22.1 15.0

Controls 32.7 37.1 18.3

Ynspection Finds 18.3 14.0 12.5

Compressor and Fan 2.fl 5.8 11.7

Inlet PRwticle Separator Blower -.-

100.0 100.0 100.0

Thke followi* discussion of diagnostic miethoda addresses each crategory of
failure detection dnrivod froni fildh data analysis as summrized lit Table 10. The
eatinktes of offeetiveness of diagnostic methods are based on prior OE D&CM
experience cited In Task I plus other GE engine expsocnce without D&CM.
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TURBOSHAFT DIAGNOSTIC METHODS

Vibration

Vibration monitoring is potentiaily a valuable technique for detecting incipient
mechanical failures and measuring engine mechanical degradation by trend araly-
sis techniques. Vibration monitoring must be tailored to each engine with ite
peculiar characteristics. It is also one of the most difficult D&CM functions to
perform reliably for the following reasons:

1. It is difficult to find locations on an engine that permit accelerometer
replacement as an LRU and also produce clean signals with high ratios
of signal to noise.

2. Extremely careful selection and application of accelerometer electrical
connector and wiring is required to prevent electrical noise pickup
and mechanical damage.

3. Skillful selection of system charge amplifiers, filters, logic, and
limits is required.

GE experience has indicated that engine vibration monitoring should include
measurement of broad band, and 1/rev accelerations of each rotor by use of
narrow band tracking filters, Because of the specialized data processing circuit
elements required, their cost and weight, possible variations in requirements
of each engine application, and the special electrical shielding requIrements to
prevent noise pickup, the vibration data processiiig elements should iot be in-
cluded in the FADEC unit.

Oil-Wetted Parts

oil temperature monitored by an aircraft crew member can be a uaetful indicator
of an engine Incipient failure such as loss of oil and oil cooler failure, For the oil
temperature to be meaningful, a crew member must metally Integrate other data
such as outside air temperature (OAT), fuel temperature, and NO. To )erform
the oil temperature monitoring electronically, the FADEC-D&CM system might
require a fuel temperature sensor to be added to the aircraft fuel system and
computer logic added to the FADEC unit. In view of the small probability of oil
system events that only oil temperature measurement can detect, it is not constd-
ered a high priority parameter.

d• ......



Oil pressure (PL) measured at the lube supply pump discharge and biased by bear-
ing sump pressure is an extremely valuable and critical engine condition monitor-
Ing parameter. To be meaningful and to avoid false signals, a characteristic
curve of lube pressure versus core engine speed, NG, is required together with a
tolerance band to account for system and oil temperature variations. O system
problems may be indicated by low, high, or fluctuating oil pressure. Since al-
most all cockpit displays include oil pressure, the primary function of oil system
monitoring is to warn the pilot that he has an oil system problem so he can closely
monitor his pressure gage and make intelligent decisions accordingly.

Bearing race temperature or bearing differential oil temperature meaEirements
-re not recommended for failure detection. Experience has shown thqt the time,
response of temperatures to most types of bearing failure modes is t.t-p slow to be
effective in preventing secondary damage.

Oil filter bypass remote electrical signals can be used but may not be necessary,
The impending bypass pop-out red button has been very usefnJ on the T700 lube
oil filter. The button is checked at least daily during prefigh*t and/or postflight
inspections by the crew chief. Because of this frequent checking, the actual by-
pass remote electrical signal has never been actuated except by cold oil when the
sensor thermal lockout device failed. There is some question, therefore, as to
the future need for a remote lube oil bypass signal. If the daily Inspections are
deleted, the remote signal will be very useful.

Spectrometer analysis (SOAP) is a worthwhile failure detection technique If oil
system filtration Is 25 microns or greater. With oil filtration down to 3 microns
absolute as with the T700 engine, SOAP proved to be ineffective, am did the
electro-optical oil analysis.

Magnetic chip detection has proven extremely effective on the T700 engine for
early detection of bearing problems (see Task I). An improved device that can dis-
criminate between random manufacturing chips, normal "fuzz", and debris from
spalling type conditions is badly needed, however, to reduce the aulsance signals
which outnumber the failure signals by over 2 to 1.

Performance

j HIT (Health Indication Teet) check procedures as described under Task III are
ideally suited to FADEC/D&CM systems and are recommended as a means of
detecting gross performance problems affecting safety of flight• HIT check ac-
complishment electronically is a contribution to flight safety bocuse It requires
lest pilot attention. V
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Performance trend analysis requires consistently accurate data taken periodically
over many hundreds of hours. It is done routinely by commercial airlines and has
been done on military engines in the test cell environment and by MATS and SAC in
an operating environment approaching that of the airlines. A study is required to
determine if performance trend analysis is feasible or cost effective in the Army's
operational environment as an adjunct of a future D&CM system which produces
recorded data.

Modular performance fault isolation "on the wing" is a potentially valuable feature
of a D&CM system that could enable the determination of which engine module Is
responsible for a measured loss in overall performance. The feasibility of ac-
complishing this on an operational Army engine has not been demonstrated and
may be difficult with the limited instrumentation normally available on an installed
engine. There are technical approaches that should be explored in depth to pro-
vide a basis for determining the practicality of modular performance fault isola-
tion.

Stall deteotion by a D& CM system on most engines, including the 1700, is not re-
quired to warn the pilot - he can hear the event. D&CM stall detection would be
required in order to trigger a recording of data at the instant of its occurrence
and ideally to save those snapshots of data taken before the event in order to diag-
nose the reason for the stall if diagnosis is desired. It is doubtful if a computer
program to prrform such a diagnosis would be of practical value In operational
service becauve of the very low predicted frequency of stall events based on recent
T700 engine history.

Hot Section,

Low cycle fatigue (LCF) and stress rupture life of turbine components are essen-
tial measurements for the implementation of on-condltion maintenance on military
aircraft engines, It is well documented that many military engine problems II the
past have stemmed from engine operation far different from that for which they
were designed. Measurement of LCF speed cycles and time-temperature stress
rupture effects on hot parts provides more accurate measures of engine life used
than measurement of engine hours alone. Engine liours is also recommended as
the traditional measure and the base to which LCF and stress rupture counte can
be related to Judge the relative severity of varlous aircraft missions.

f Vibration monitoring and borescope inspection discussed elsew!erea ai also po-
tontially valuable hot part diagnostic teolhiques.

Ovorspeed and overtemperatare exceedancs car be useful as measures of potentialI
turbine damage when related to time of exposure of the exceedance. UTeso limits
can be easily stored in a digital computer in the form of curves similar to those
supplied in operating and maintenance manuals,
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Controls

Control system fault isolation to the LRU level currently involves four steps or
functions:

1. Conduct signal validity checks to detect faulty sensors. If a failed sensor
is detected, that sensor is the LLRU to be replaced. If sensors are good,
proceed to Step 2.

2. Detect engine exceedances such as speed, temperature, torque, and
stability.

3. Track engine control schedules such as fuel schedules, VG, accel and
decel, T4. 5 limiting, and NG; detect out-of-limits schedules.

4. Utilize diagnostic logic programs and as many as 20 engine parameters
to isolate the cause of an exceedance, instability, or schedule shift to
the most likely control system LRU. In the event that the logic process
identifies more than one faulty candidate, the LRU with the highest pre-
dicted failure rate is identified for replacement first.

The full potential of FADEC systems has yet to be explored. Functions 1 and 3
above are inherent in the GE FADEC concept. Further analysis and innovative
design may show the way to accomplishing all of the controls D&CM functions
within the FADEC unit, eliminating the need for separate D&CM equipment.

In on inds

From 12.5 to 18% of the events in Table 10 are detected by visual Inspection.
"7hese figures include both borescopo and external visual inspections done at pro-
flight and poatflight. In most of the cases analyzed, external vistual or borescope
inspection was the only means of detection, A general conclusion drawn from the
analyzed cases is that 10 to 15% of the failure events requiring some maintenance
action will uot be detected by any current state-of-the-art M&OM system or sen-
sor. In other words, the most efficient automated D&CM syatom today can be
expectad to detect only 85 to W of the failure events.

Extrial visual inspection finds include the following discrepancies-,

1. Internal defects revealed by borescope,

2. POD at engina ilet.

I ."-..;
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3. Fuel and oil leaks, loose or missing plugs and caps.

4. Cracked, bent, or damaged brackets, tubes, and links.

5. Loose fittings, electrical connectors, and accessories.

6. Fluid levels, pop-out indicators, and VG position transmitters.

7. Contaminated chip detectors.

Borescope inspection effectiveness is a function of many factors. If effectiveness
is defined as the probability of finding a given mechanical defect In the compressor

* vanes and blades, combustor, or turbine, then effectiveness is a function of the
* following factors:

1. Number and location of borescope ports.

2. Percent of target part viewable from nearest port.

3. Skill and patience of operator.

4. Quality and condition of instrument.

5. Quality of iustauctions and illustrations to identify fault appearance.

6. Indications from other sources of where the fault is likely to be located.

7. Frequency of luspeotion.

8. Size of engine.

9. Failure propaguitioiu rate.

With so many variables, the offeeotivonoe ts different for each engino design, tip-
* orator, and engine part. large engines have greater potential for borescopo

inspection because of more space for ports. greater distance between blades and
Vanes for inserting borescope, and using larger instrumients. D&CM can be tt
positive influence for improving borescope inspection effectiveness In factor 6
above through such techniques as LOP and straes ugure lUfa measurement and
vibration monitoring.
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Compressor and Fan

Monitoring &F compressor and fan (cold section module) involves methods already
covered in the rireceding discussion as follows:

Rotor Balance - Vibration
Stall - Performance
LCF - Same speed excursion counting as for hot parts
VG - Control monitoring
FOD - Vibration or pilot detection of characteristic sound

Monitoring for overpressure on T700 compressor and combustion casings is not
recommended. Any predictable engine fault would not cause a damaging compres-
sor discharge overpressure.

LCF pressure cycle counting is not recommended for T700 or similar engines.
The compressor and combustion cases are not life limited and require no special
monitoring.

Miscellaneous

Ultrasonics have no practical application for in-flight monitoring.

R~adiography is an effective nondestructive inspection technique for large commer-
cial modular engines. For small engines, the special restrictions on handling of
radioactive pellets, special personnel trtaining, and special equipment required
make this technique very unattractive. It Is easier, except in very special cirouni-
stances, to disassemble an ongine than to take Isotope photos and analyze them to
detect michanical abnormaulities.

Transient condition monitoring is not recomnunod because of the large data
storage capacity and large vanount of complex data anAlysiswihwudb e
quired.

Electrosaatic probe m.-duunt analysis for detecting gas path problems is not re-
ommended at this time. "Me techfnique utilizes a magnetic probe to detect evidunco
of metallic debris in the exhatust gas; the systom io still in the early development
phase ana is showing promise.

Mechanical signal analysis is an analytical technique to detect and isolate inechani-
cal anomalies using recorded mechanical vibration and accoustic signatures oE
machines. 1the complexity of the signatures awl of the analytical techniques invol-
ved has discouraged most investigators froin attmptlng to apply theso techniques

to f ield service problems and cousequently to wot recomnmnded for au Army D&Cht

system.
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* { DIAGNOSTIC METHODS CATEGORIES

Table 11 represents an initial screening of the diagnostic methods reviewed in the
preceding pages and categorizes them in accordance with their monitoring re-
quirements. The largo number of recommended diagnostic methods that can be
implemented using signals and sensors already available in a turboshaft FADEC
control is the significant message in this tabulation.

TABLE 11. DIAGNOSTIC METHOD CATEGORIES

Method and Requirements Diagnostic Methods

Utilizes parameters and signals Performance Monitoring
common to digital engine controls. Low Cycle Fatigue

Stress Rupture (creep)
Control Schedules
Sensor Signal Checks
L1IU Fault Isolation

Requires dedicated signal condition- Vibration
ing. Particle Detectors (some)

ionized Particle Detoctlon*'

Requires axranieters not coninon Oil System Monitoring
to digital ongino controls. Vibration

Particle Detectors

Utlzoseil(ground) equip- W~roacopi

ment. adliography*
Spetroscopy (SOA)*
Ultrasonics*
Mochanieal Signal Analysis*
Electric-(ptlcal Oil Aualysis*

Extroal i3upeout" YOD InWet Inspection
Fuel and O1.1 Leake

* Loose, Daknaged, Missing Parta
F~luid Levels
Magnetic Plug, Screen. and Filter

Inspeocuol

*Not Uetcoinanded



TASK II - DIAGNOSTIC APPLICATION

The application of turboshaft engine diagnostic and monitoring techniques involves
close coordination between the engine manufacturer, the using service, and the
airframe manufacturer. Human factors engineering considerations must be ap-
plied to the choice of D&CM system displays and logic. A typical example is
found in the following section which describes three Health Idication Test (11T)
monitoring systems and the trade-off choices which balance pilot attention and
involvement against added D&CM system complexity. Similar trade-offs and
decisions are inevitable in the design of fuel and control system fault isolation
systems where human involvement in the logic process is traded off against In-
creased system complexity. A further trade-off decision may be required in the
design of the cockpit display for a discriminating type magnetic chip detector
discussed in Task VII of this report.

Application of diagnostic and monitoring methods to an Army engine is a system
problem with strong human factors overtones. Practical judgement to limit
system complexity without overburdening the flight crews and maintenance per-
sounel should be the design objective.

This section covers methods and techniques which permit-meeting the following
engine diagnostic and condition monitoring objectives:

1. Engine Health Indication Tests (1IT).

2. Fuel Contrl 4ystem F ault Detection and Isolation.

3. Low Cycle Fatigue and Hot Part Monitoring.

4. Storage of Flight Diagnostic Data.

5. Storage of Mission Cycle Data.

INDICATION OF EGINE HEA MAC)WITHOUT GROUND,
TIEDO0VNTEST OR 11IT CHECK FLIGHTS

The health of a turboshaft engine can be measured by an electronic health monltor
function utilizing les than half of the same digital signals required for op ating a-
FADEC control. No added engine sensors are required based on the current
FADEC functional design. On the other hand, in order to Isolate the performance
fault 'o the module level, there are a number of parmetric relationships that can
be umd as tgin health indicators. The relation of ou4t power to power turbine

g ."*...1
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inlet temperature is the most straightforward and is applicable to practically all
t turboshaft engines, Both functions would be corrected to standard conditions and

compared with either the engine specification performance or a stored function
representing each engine's "as new" performance. The actual performance could
be recorded for later ground analysis or trending and some form of message
would be displayed to the pilot: go/no-go or in a sophisticated system either
horsepower or percent of specification power (Measured HP/Specification HP) x
100, for that operating point.

Several options exist for helicopter turboshaft engine electronic health monitoring
systems, depending on the degree of automation desired. The more automation,
the more complex the hardware and software required, but the less dependence
on pilot procedures for getting valid data. Three systems are described in the
following paragraphs as Systems A, B, and C and are of decreasing degrees of
automation.

System A - Horsepower Versus Measured Turbine Inlet Temperature (see
Figure 2)

Parameters
(11P vs T4.5)

P0 - Presstre Altitude T2 - Compressor Inlet Temperature
PT2 - Compressor Inlet Total Pressure Q - Output Torque
T4.5 - Gas Generator Discharge NP - Low-Pressure Turbine Speed

Temperature

With System A, a health check could be made either automatically when a pro-
deterindued "window" or set of aircraft and engine conditions were reached, or
on pilot's comnmnd, Since akl the essential paramoters would be provided to tho
airborne computer to correct for altitude, amblent tempeiaturo, and airspeed,

the pilot would not be required to conduct the health check on the ground or at a
specific set of conditions. What Is required, however, is a stato f thermal

stability. The degree to which this condition is achieved has a overidting Influ-
once on the result, The time-temperature conditions for each engine design may
be quite different- however, 30 secoads Is believed to be the mnlalwt titme for a
health check at power levels at or near raximum continuous. For a more accur-
ate tmeasure, as for perforimuice troend aualysis, stabilation times of 2 minutes
or more are probably requited.
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* SYSTEM A

PARAMETRIC RELATIONSHIP:
1800

1500 SPEC.

U,

-S PERFORMANCE

12000

900- PERtuRMANCE

be reired as Hoeo wer ve ~ rsu 4.srdLw rssr ubn ne

* In swinary, SyTemAinshould e -bSysto em fr A.Tcekwtou ldwio

Thoc lgtI the-CD&b winpuor deigoic oi o uldhig equirh epo r felt rt I on

onough time. Current HIT chock for the T700 onglao speifies tha T4.5 9$ ) td ba
at least 6500C with NVA1k, for 30 seconds or moro for a simple chock. V or
trcnalnig. 14, 5 would be 1lghor agd time at UI. 5 would also be lonigur --pml bably
2 to 5mnts

The principald advantages of Sysiten A are:

1. Dquiros kalintum attention by the pilot--a daiinita contribution to

* flightsafety.
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2. Provides more accurate data:

a. Eliminates human error.

b. Prevents erroneous data caused by inadequate stabilization time.

System B - Torque Versus Turbine Inlet Temperatre (See Figure 7)

Parameters
(Q vs T4.5)

P0 Q
T4.5 NP - Controlled and monitored by
T 2 pilot

f(Q/6 ) vs f(T4. 5/o ) and T4. 5 * Time (for Thermal Stability)

System B, like System A, would provide cockpit go/no-go engine health indication
and recording (if desired). Also it would not require the pilot's attention to read
and record data. It does have two limitations, however:

1. The pilot wuld be responsible for setting NP at 100% (or some other
predetermined value) and koophig It there until after the "Go" Indica-
tion is roeeolvd (based on stWady-statW tme-tomperature function).

2. The healtb check must be made on tho ground or at hover since the
parameter 1'T2 to account for flight speed is not providod.

SYSTE14 8.
PARAMETRIC RELATIONSHIP:

400

W SPECIFICATIOI
3))I PEUEOR4ANCE500

I t~flW ALLOWABLE
2300 { RO PERVEOttANCE

100 J
5500 6000 6506 7000 7500 8000

S45 0 C

Figure S. Torque Vorsus Low-lrohesure Tur3in Inlet Tezperaturo - Systemn iI.
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System C - Torque Versus Compressor Inlet Temperature (See Figure 8)

Parameters

(Q vs T2)

Q NP
T4. 5 Controlled by pilot.PO T4. 5

T2

f(Q/6) vs f(T2) and Time * T4. 5

System C would provide cockpit go/no-go engine health indication and recording.
The pilot is not required to record data or refer to curves from the engine Oper-
ator t s Manual to determine the engine health status. This system also requires
less on-board computer capacity than A or B. It has the following limitations:

1. The pilot would be responsible for setting NP at 100% and maintaining
it there (avoiding transients) until "Go" signal is received.

2. The pilot must also adjust collective pitch to maintain T4. 5 at some
predetermined value at or above 6500C for the required time.

3. The health check must be made on the ground or at hover.

SYSTEM C.

PARAMETRIC RELATIONSHIP

400

" -Z,. S PEC I F C CA TI ON

LLI
_ 300

MINIMUM ALLOWABLE
C? 200 PERFORMANCE

1 0 0 4 ... ... .. ... .. . .. ... .. ... ... .

-30 -20 -10 0 +10 +20 +30 +40 +50 +60

T2 .

Figure 6. Torque Versus Compressor Inlet Temaperature - lysten C.
Als-em,-
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System A computations can be performed In the FADEC unit with minor effect on
its required memory capacity. HIT checks currently specified for the T700
UTTAS and AAH aircraft follow System C procedures, except that the readings
are all manual.,

FUEL CONTROL SYSTEM FAULT DETECTION AND ISOLATION CAPABILITY
TO LINE REPLACEABLE UNIT (LRU) LEVEL

The T700 engine control system is not a module. It Is a number of LRU's, some
mounted on the Accessory Gearbox and consequently part of the Accessory Modulk
others mounted on and part of both the Cold Section and Hot Section Modt~es.

Control system fault detection and isolation in a current technology roystem can be
achieved by an engine diagnostic system in the following manner:

1. Data from the engine and aircraft sensors will be recorded while the
engine is In operation, either in flight or on the ground.

2. Computer-based diagnostic logic routines siyilar to the troubleshooting:
procedur~es presented In Chapter I of the T700-GE-700 Engine
Maintenance Manual 3 will automatically detect and record and isolate
control system faultu. (See igur7.)

3. Messages will be gonorated and diaplayed directing waintenance per-
sonnel to the most appropriate maintenance action. Thoeso maintenance
actions can Include further testing or measurement, as the recorded
In-flighit data may have to be supplemented in order to achieve the
appropriate level of LlRU fault detetiou and isolation.

A FADIEC, with its control parameters already In digital form suitable for- ra-
cording, provides the beat opportunity for cost effective coutrol-fault diagnosis
relative to other typen of engine controls. 'The VAW system by design Intent
ill inlidio the nt'uubor of control system LlIU's by comblinig functions

expedlang troubleshooting. Curreint bydrotnoohanical systoins with anatog oleo-
troIlios re~uira Complex systoems to aoloive all condition monitoring functiotis.
P Irst-gonomtlon F~A1)EC nystanis with hydromeclanical, backups will kaduce the
difficulty of fault 4ietectlou and isolation by:
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0 Providing all signals in a digital format

* Accomplishing sensor failure detection via FICA

* Accomplishing computer fault detection by self-test functions.

Additional study is required for future FADEC designs to attempt to increase the
inherent fault detection. Increased fault detection will allow the control to deter-
mine corrective action so the engine can continue to operate under certain failure
situations. Corrective action through redundancy and alternative control strate-
gies will improve control system reliability. The fault detection and isolation
effectiveness of a system can be assessed only through a detailed analysis of LR U
failure modes and their associated failure symptoms. Analysis methods have been
developed and employed with significant success in other engine diagnostic system
studies, notably the F404-GE-400 Engine Condition Monitoring System (ECMS)
study. 5 While this method was developed for current systems, it can be applied
to future systems with slight modification. The method for identifying a practical
and cost-effective system for control system fault detection and isolation will con-~tain the following elements:

1. Fault Tree: A fault tree listing all major predicted failures will be
constructed as follows (see Figure 8 for example):

a. The failure event in the top tier iN one of any primary engine
failure events associated with an engine operating condition.

b. Subsequent tier failure events identify those subordinate faults
that contribute to the primary failure event.

c. The items listed under the b3ttom tier are those LRU's whose
failure can cause the indicated engine failure eveuts,

2. u_ tiX, Fault Tree: The fault tree will be quantified by assigning failure
rates to each of the top tier failure events and aleo to low tier events.
Then to each of the lower tier events must be aasigned thb failure rates
from each of the control LRU's that could contribute to that particular
engine failure event. Figare 8 is a simple example of such a fault tree
with the lowor tier events shown with the contributing LIMU's listed under
each event. The failure rate contribution of each LARU must be estimated
for each event such that the total and preduoted failure rato for each
LRU is accounted for.

5jordan, H. J., F404 ENGNE CONlITION MONI1O4ZNG SYSTEM (EC A)
STUDY, Ge l Electric Co., Lyn M,, I7AEGO28, 15 Aprfl 19'7?.
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-Rotor Locked -Fadec
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3. Logic Diagram: Logic diagrams are troubleshooting procedures that
rely on available engine and aircraft parameters and knowledge of
engine operating characteristics to isolate the malfunctioning engine
components. In those cases where fault isolation is to a group of com-
ponents, that component with the highest failure rate is selected as
the most probable failed LRU. These logic diagrams are written as
algorithms in a format suitable to conversion to computer code (see
Figure 9 for example). Computer programs representative of these
logic diagrams will be resident in either an airborne or ground diag-
nostic unit or some combination of both. This program will function
as a result of the values of the condition monitoring parameters. The
airborne and/or ground diagnostic units will perform fault detection
and isolation automatically in a manner similar to the troubleshooting
procedures presented in Chapter 1 of the "700-GE-700 Eugine
Maintenance Manual 4 (see Figure 7).

The logic diagrams allow an assessment of the utility of the engine
condition monitoring parameters in terms of fault detection and iso-
lation. This assessment can lead to the identification of parameters
not previously considered or the elimination of parameters with low
utility (see Table 12).

4. Effectiveness: Fault detection and isolation effectiveness will be
assessed for one or more proposed condition monitoring systems.
Human factors considerations (man-maldno interface) will be part
of this assessment.

5. LifeCycle Cost (LCC): An LCC analysis will be made for each piv-
posed systom to assess the not cost savings (or louses) attributable
to a proposed system throughout the engine life cycle. In genoral, it
compares the payoff of a condition monitoring system, In terms of
net reduced maintenance costs, with Investment desigu, eaglnong,
and production coats.

G. Addititd System As nsaintm t Vitol_4: 1Te ovaluation of proposed
condition monitoring systems will include an assessment of the Sys-
tom iupact on engine weight, reliability, umaitainability, and ou-
velope.

Tis methodology will provide a sound basis for decision making and
avoid, to the extent possible, subjective judgements.
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TABLE 12. CANDIDATE PARAMETERS FOR FUEL CONTROL
SYSTEM MONITORING

Symbol Description

NG Gas generator speed is required to detect overspeed conditions and,
in conjunction with other parameters, detect fuel control system
faults.

NP Power turbine speed is required to detect overspeed conditions and,
in combination with other parameters, detect and isolate fuel con-
trol system faults. It is also used with Qi to compute horsepower.

T4.5 Gas generator turbine discharge temperature is required to detect
overtemperature conditions. In combination with other parameters,
it is used for hot parts life-used indication and fuel control fault
detection and isolation (D&I).

T4. 511 Gas generator turbine discharge reference temperature provides a
reference for hot parts life-used monitoring and control fault D&I.

PS3 Compressor discharge static pressure is essential to monitor mod-
ular performance fault isolation and to count pressure cycles for
LCF considerations. It is also used with other parameters for fuel
control fault detection and isolation.

Qi No. I engine torque is required for horsepower computation and with
other parameters to D&I fuel and load-skre control faults and Indi-
cate engine health.

Q2 No. 2 engine torque is required in conjunction with other parameters
to D&I load-share faults.

T2 Conipressor inlet temperature Is required to allow corrected speed
to be calculated. Corrected speed is the basis for many of the con-
trol schedules and is essential in determining control schedule outs
of-limit conditions. 12 is also used to correct other performance
parameters used in monitoring performaice deterioration.

PT2 Compressor inlet total pressure is used to correct engine power for
deterioration monitoring and with other parameters to D&I fuel
system faults through FICA.

_"0
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TABLE 12 -Continued

Symbol Description

I Anti-icing valve position is monitored to detect schedule deviation
and is used by FICA to determine performance in conjunction with
other parameters.

WED The fuel flow demand signal is used to determine the scheduled fuel
demand signal.

.,DS The load demand signal is monitored to isolate "tlinkage"? faulti- from
schedule errors.

NPD The power turbine speed demand is monitored to isolate I"linka, ;'q1
problems from schedule errors.

OS The overspeed (OS) signal will allow ECU OS function to be choocked
out at a safe operating speed.

CB The customer bleed signal Is usod during engine health assessment
and control schedule checks.

WE FB The fuel flow feedback signal serves the primary fuel flow in&cation
signal and is used to detect fuel scheduling faults.

VG VBl Vie variable geometry feedback signal is used as an indicatica of VG
position. It is used to detect control scheduling faults.

13AS The power available signal is monitored to isolat.. Input problems
from schedule problems.

EWE UPl The fuael filter by'-pils signal is used to detect fuel system wxatam-
inatIon and irrevent, possible fuel control system failure.

VOD Variable geometry demand is used to D&I V, control faults.



LOW CYCLE FATIGUE AND HOT PART MONITORING

Counting and recording of low cycle fatigue cycles is a simple procedure that can
be accomplished using engine parameters NG (core speed) and PS3 (compressor
discharge pressure). Speed cycles measure rotating part LCF life for compressor
and turbine discs and blades. P53 cycles measure combustion and compressor
casing LCF life used. A computer can be programmed to cound speed and pres-
sure excursions and store the accumulated cycle counts. Periodically, depending
on airborne data storage capacity, the airborne stored data can be transferred to
a ground storage unit and added to previously stored data for the appropriate
serial numbered engine and/or serialized engine modules and parts. The LCF
cycles counted for current GE engines, which utilize speed signals, are as follows:

LCF No. 1 NG (Start) - NG (95% MRP) - NG (Shutdown)

LCF No. 2 NG (86% IRP) - NG (95%/ IRP) - NG (86%/ IRP)

The logic to perform these functions is simple. Representative algorithms pre-
pared for a typical modern engine are shown on Figures 10 and 11. T700 does not
use PS3 cycles because the two casings are not estimated to be pressure cycle
limited. The CITS system on the B3-1. bomber i,.s provisions for counting 1?S3
pressure cycles for the F101 engine.

The availability of on-board di1gital computer capacity, either within thle FAI)1iC
unit or in an advanced digital Engine History Recorder, providos the opportunity
to utilize a much more sophisticatod LCF speed cycle counting technique. GE
recommends that such a system be developed and utilized for -future turboalhaft
engine condition monitoring. A number of similar log( systems for cycle count-
ing have been suggested, three of which are cted below in reforences 0, 7, 8- All
methods aire designed to count major cycles - start to 1111, and convert parlVAl
cycles to equivalent full cycles. A further sop~histication would relate tile effect
of partial and full cycles to a numbor of rotating parts within the engine, some of

6Salt, T. L., "Evaiwtion of Flight bliafsion Sovority In Cutnulafivo iDanuge",
It & At Procedings, Los Angeles. CA, 1971, ALAASAE/AM, 10th Annual
Conferene.

'7Power, E. ti. "Cycle Cotuntng Mothods and the Development of Mlock Load
Fatigue P4mgrinaw". SAE papr 180102, 3/27/18.

dLeever, 14. C., "A User's View of Fatigue Wie Vredletions", SAE paper
800,3/27/78.
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which may react differently to the partial cycles than others. Major and partil
cycles have been computed successfully in an on-board computer by GE. The
final choice of logic program would require further study and could involve a

trade-off decision between required computer capacity and cycle counting accur-
acy.

Hot part monitoring is normally applied to a critical turbine part, most often the
Stage 1 high-pressure turbine rotor blade. The life characteristic to be measured
is stress rupture life - a function of the rotating speed, blade metal temperature,
time at temperature, and the blade material characteristics. FADEC calculates
T3 and T4. 1 (high-pressure turbine blade cooling air temperature and inlet temp-
erature respectively) from which Stage 1 turbine blade metal temperature can be
easily computed. A characteristic curve of blade metal temperature versus
stress rupture life in minutes and hours can be stored in the computer and a count
technique developed to accumulate numbers at a rate inversely proportional to

the stress rupture life point at which the engine is operating. Through experience,
a total count number at which the blades should be carefully inspected - perhaps
at 75% of estimated stress rupture life - will be established. This "On-Condition
Maintenance" technique is a preventive maintenance process already well proven
in service that can be very cost effective in preventing in-flight turbine failure,
as well as premature removals.

LCF and hot part monitoring, as stated previously, are both necessary techniques
for modular fault isolation related primarily to the rotating paIts and the turbine
nozzle partitions. By these techniques aud good coml)uterized or other record-
keeping systemn, speofic critical serialized parts in each of the tiree modules -
.copressor, HP turbine and LP turbine - can be monitored for life used and in-
spected and/or replaced on a planned basis to avoid iaflight failures or unschedued
xkalntenaneo.
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STORAGE OF FLIGHT EVENTS FOR GROUND TROUBLESHOOTING ANALYSIS

TO THE MODULE AND LRU LEVEL

There are three basic types of data storage for ground troubleshooting:

1. Exceedance data storage.

2. "Window" data storage.

3. Command data storage.

Exceedance Data Storage

Exceadanee data storage consists of recording a complete set of data of all engine
and aircraft parameters automatically whenever a single parameter such as
speed or vibration or a monitored function such as a control schedule (T5 vs NG)
exceeds a pre-set limit or band. It is desirable, further, to preserve several
seconds of data prior to the instant of the exceedance as well as after the exceed-
ance. If, for example, data samples are taken at 1/4-second intervals, the ro-
corded data available for analysis could include 12 sets of data before and after
the exeoedauco (3 seconds before, 3 seconds after). This can be accompliahed if
all data is put nto a "scratch lIad memory" wilt originally and then erased If no
oxceodanue occurs within 3 seconds. If an xceodanco does occur, the stored
fkata plus axother 3 scoumds worthi after the oxceediuco is saved and transforred
to a uaovolatlto momory wit. Examples of usefl oxweedauto follow:

I. Ovorspood - tuh rotor.

2. Ovortemperahtiro (in luding hot sA-"ts).

3. Vibration.

4. Lube prosuure.

S. Low power.

6. Coatrol schedules.

7. Istablllty.
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9. Engine stall. (Not found to be necessary on T700.)

*' 10. Turbine-time at temperature.

"Window" Data Storage

"Window" data storage refers to data taken primarily for performance and mech-
anical trend analysis. The "window(s)" are a predetermined set of aircraft and
engine conditions that the aircraft normally achieves on each flight at which a
data set is automatically recorded for comparison on the ground with previous
data. Such analysis has been extremely useful to commercial airline operators
for detecting engine degradation and detecting incipient failure, as well as pre-
dicting engine removals for overhaul. Military ongine users should also find this
data useful, although the rate of accumulation of engine hours is much lower and
presently the military services do not have systems in place to store and process
such data. The type of data most useful for this purpose would be vibration, per-
formance parameters, and possibly acceleration and deceleration times.

Command Data Storage

Command data storage is data sets taken on command of the pilot to record some
condition which he suspects is abnormal or which, during a maintenance check
flight, he Is instructed to record for use in a particular troubleshooting procedure

to confirm corrective maintenance action.

STORAGE OF MISSION CYCLE DATA FOR ANALYSIS

Mission cycle data is generally of two types:

1. Life used data as previously described in the section titled Low Cyle
Fatigue and Hot Part Monitoring.

2. Typical mission and cycle data describing how the aircraft and engines
are operated by the pilot to perform prescribed tactical missions.

Typical mission cycle data would consist of a time history of all the pertinent air-
craft conditions such as altitude, airspeed, rotor speed, throttle position, collec-
tive pitch positions, etc., and the time duration of each condition, .Concurrently,
similar data would be recorded for the engine, including such things as TO, torque,
NG, fuel flow, and vibration. This data would not only document the duty cycle
for such types of tactical missious, but could document how Individual pilots flew
the same mission. This type of data would not be suitable for general ue for
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obvious reasons: airborne data storage requirements may be excessive, the mass

of data to be analyzed and saved would become unwieldy, and the data would not be
useful for general maintenance and troubleshooting purposes. It would be ex-
tremely useful when taken by a few "fleet leader" aircraft in support of logistics
planning, pilot training, product or life improvement programs, or special
troubleshooting programs involving fleet-wide problems.
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L TASK IV - FULL AUTHORITY DIGITAL ELECTRONIC CONTROL
(FADEC) DESIGN IDENTIFICATION

A functional baseline FADEC bystem is defined for the T700 engine in this portion
of this study. This system maintains the same logic and functions as the current
T700 system and, therefore, has twin-engine and single-engine performance the
same as, or better than, the proven T700 system. A FICA system is part of the
FADEC system, which increases reliability without affecting its performance.
It is necessary to define the FADEC system in sufficient detail to make it part of
the computer simulation used to determine FICA capabilities. The results of this
simulation work are reported as part of Task V.

FADEC SYSTEM

The required functions of the advanced turboshaft engine are assumed to be the
same as the T700 system requirements. Table 13 lists the functional system re-
quirements for the T700, showing which engine-mounted components accomplish
each function. Figure 12 provides a schematic of the current 1700 control system.

The FADEC system must perform all computational functions of the current sys-
tem. The FADE C unit is the signal processing and digital computational center
for the system. Therefore, as seen in Table 13 and Figure 13, all computational
functions vill be handled by the FADEC unit. For this study, the TO00 schedules
mid dynamics wore used in the FADEC system. Figure 14 shows the schematic
layout of the FADSC unit. Even though there were no logic chauges, FADEC pro-
vides performance improvement because some nonlinearities, such as NO governor
hysteresis, are eliminated through electronic processbg.

The FICA concept is an integral part of the control system to provide necessarT
reliability to the IADEC system. FICA, through computational methods, elfin-
inates the need for redundant sensors by utilizing the redundant information that
W.ists when all sensors are considered as a group. The IICA calculations are a(-
compll hed within the FADEC unit, thus improving the D&CM-FADEC intogratim.

Table 14 is a tlist of candidate parameters for the D&CM system on an engine with
a FADEC. This shows which parameters are expected to be required by the
FADEC system, which by the D&CM system and if thesa signals would be availabLe
within the current 1100 systan. Allo estimated that;

p 89



TABLE 13. CONTROL SYSTEM FUNCTIONS

T700 Advanced Turboshaft

ELECTRICAL CONTROL UNIT (ECU) FADEC

NP governing - (HMU trim). NP governing.

Load sharing during NP governing Load sharing during NP governing
by torque matching. by torque matching.

T4.5 limiting - (HMU trim). T4.5 limiting.

NP overspeed - redundant sensor NP overspeed - redundant sensor
and power. and power.

Engine history calculations.

HYDROMECHANICAL UNT (HMU)

NG governing - Ground Idle and NG governing - Ground Idle and
Topping. Topping.

Acceleration- Deceleration Acceleration-Deceleration
scheduling, scheduling.

VO scheduling. VG ocheduling.

Load anticipation - NG scheduling Load anticipation - NG scheduling
by LDS. by LDS.

NG ovorapoed - (shuts system dowu). NG ovorapeed - redutdant sensor
and power (if required).

HYDROMClIANICAL, UNIT (AMU)

Fuel flow delivery. Fuol flow delivery.

VG actuation. VG actuation.

Backup coutxol (manual aolotio Backup contxol (most transfers
by PAS). automatic).

N1 overspeed fusl delivory. NP ovorqp!ed fuel dolivery.

V1101 vyeteln PrOBSudu1,t an Fuel systom prssuriz4g aud
draining. draidnig.
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1. Thirty-three signals are required for D&CM tasks.

2. Twenty-one (~64%) signals will be available in FADEC.

3. Eight signals would be available electrically in the current
700 electrical control; however, most of these would require

additional buffering.

Currently, it is anticipated that all D&CM signals, except vibration, would be
processed in the FADEC unit. Grouping of signal processing and computations
within FADEC will minimize cabling, as signals can be multiplexed to the air-
frame as required.

It is noted that FICA uses four signals, also required for D&CM, which are not
T700 control system sf.nals. The anti-icing (Al) signal is available as a simple
on-off switch and requires no new sensor. The customer bleed (CB) sensor or
signal is not defined, as CD effects on PICA were not considered in this contract.
PT2 and P0 are assumed as additional sensors; however, equivalent signals

* could probably be obtained from the airframe. FICA studies, discussed in the
next section, indicato a potential for eliminatinghe P om the control system.

The hydromechanictd fuel Interface ad metering valve function are shom sele-
xuatic'ally in lguro 14. T'?0 dynamics were used for these components in our
system study. No other bydromeehnical details wore developed, as they have
minimum Impat on this study.

SMWILATION4

la order to determine the ca4abilities of the ICA system, it was necesaary to
model the FADEC system and analyzo its effect on an enghte. At the start of this
progruu the best transient T0 sxulatlMon was a nliuear, partial doivative,
di1.tal simulaLtion. The EADEC and IICA designs wore programnmed nd added
to this enne shitulation. The total sys6tm simulation with a dtynoamnetor load
was then otqioJle of a variety of standard ongine tramtenta. Thts smulation pro-
vided much valuable informauon, tho results of which are disouased in the section
on ICA. This shulation does have sone limitations, since it does not account
for custoamr bloo eflets$ of-desip VO udgraton, and ati-loing.
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During this study a more complex transient digital model became available which
used a complete cycle calculation to simulate the engine. Even though not sched-
uled in the contract, the FADEC system was added to this new simulation which
more accurately matches the engine cycle, including anti-icing and customer
bleed. The more complex model was used to study the need to measure ambient
pressure and the system performance at other flight conditions. The model is
being updated to include off-design VG effects. When the updated model is avail-
able, it will be available for use in detailed FICA design studies.

FADEC HARDWARE

Based on T700 FADEC and GEl8 development proposals, FADEC preliminary
system hardware designs can be used to estimate the system performance and
computer size. The following estimates are provided as guidelines in determining
the D&CM impact on the FADEC system. The processor, which will be similar
to the schematic shown in Figure 15, will use a 4,000 16 bit word memory. This
is estinated to provide a loop update the of . 005 to . 007 second, Current
design will have a constant loop update time regardless of path taken. D&CM cal-
culations in general require less frequent update than do control functions. There-
fore, if D&CM calculations wore added to the FADEC computer they would not
have to be n',de in each cycle. This provides a means of adding lengthy oaicula-
tions with a minAmu cycle thine impact by spreading the calculations over several
cycles. 'th1 estimates of D&CM impact on VADEC made during Task Vl arc based
on prolbuinary algoritlmus. They wore used only to provido guidelines iU consid-
oring the D&CM impact on FADEC.
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TASK V - FAILURE INDICATION AND CORRECTIVE ACTION (FICA)

OVERVIEW

In order to prevent loss of power modulation In the event of a failed sensor, an
automatic failure indication and corrective action (FICA) strategy developed by
General Electric Co. was implemented to work as part of the FADEC control.
FICA, as designed, provides for both the detection of a failed sensor and the
generation of the best estimate of *,he failed signal which is then used by FADEC
to provide for continuity of stable engine control. The technical basis for FICA
is a modification of Kalman-Bucy filter theory9 , a technique for optimal estima-
tion. To apply the technique, FICA uses a complex nmthematical model which
represents the static and dynamic behavior of the engine. This model uses the
same inputs and outputs as the real engike. The outputs of FICA are simulated
sensor signals which are compared with the actual engine sensors and the result-
ing error is computed. These errors are weighted by a set of gains which Itre
used to force the mathematical model to track the engine. Under normal oper-
ation the magnitudes of theso errors are satall. However, if a sensor fails, the
error for that sensor will exceed a threshold. FICA senses this and reacts by
providing an indication of tie failed sensor and "'switches-out" the fai led senrsor
from the engine control and "switches-in" the mathematical best estimate of the
signal. Mhis provides for continuity of control.

FICA poved to be extremely suemssful In beinig able to detect and correct for
single and numw wtmblnations of multiple control sensor failures. It addition,
FICA was shown to have additio al impact on D&CM by making available, with
reasonale accuracy, eigixe parameters which are uot normally aicasurod.

The touia;lal details of the doign of FICA which formed a majr work effort under
this eoutrct begin with tho section of this report titled Technical ConsideratMis.
It will be assumed In that section that the reader Is faailiar with envineutary
Kalman filter theory. (I'or the dosign of a PICA for turbotan a1+ll1aLion, the
r -ader is reforred to the repozrt by Spaug mul Corloy1 0 .)

9Kahnan, M, "A New Appr.ach to Linear Filteriug and Prediction Problems",
Tmnactioas ASME J. 11arie I;ZlneoA g. Vol. 62,. p) 34-35, March 1060.

10"pang i. k. and Corley, U. C., "Failure Utetmion and Correction for
Tuiofan Ewfine", Goneo Electric Co., Lynn, A, '11S Report No.
77ClD159, Juno 1977.
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The excellent results obtained by FICA are shown in a sc' of computer plots which
are discussed in the section titled Nonlinear Simulation and Results. This section
illustrates the capability of FICA to provide for continuity of control in the pres-
ence of many combinations of failed sensors and it illustrates, by actual compar-
isons, the accuracy of the FICA estimates.

TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS

FICA is based on the well-known Kalman-Bucy theory with several significant
modifications. In Its basic form a Kalman filter is a miniL um variance unbiased
state estimator for a linear system described by the following equations:

X(t) =F(t) X(t) + O(t) U(t) + W(t) W(t) - N (0, Q(t) ) (1)

Y(t) 11(t) X(t) + V(t) V(t) - N (0, R(t))

whore X(t) is the. state vector
U(t) is the input vector

W(t) is the process noise vector which is Gaussian distributed with

zero moan and covarlanco Q(t)
Y(t) is the output vector
V (t) is the measurement noise vector which is Gaussiau distributed

with zovo mxea-and covariano 11(t).

A
The best ostimate of stato X is X, given by

A A A
X t( X(t) + K(t) [Y(t) - IM(t) X(t)3

where K(t) is known av the Kahtuan gain matrix.

For a more detailed dlussioax of ti t.baste Kalnun Ultur and its dscr to-time
cowturpart, see Golb 11 .

Tlhe general solution requres K(t) to be a function of time, However. in the case
where the system and measurement dynatilcs are linear. coratant coefficient
equations, atnd the driving noise statistic are statiowry, the Kalman gain matrix
nray reach a witataut steady-state value. Tho Kalman gain imatrlx is detr rined
by spellying the lincr dynawmls of tho proces and tho two driving U0is

1 1 Gelb et al. APPLIE OPTMAL ESTIMATION, the MIT Pre, 1T4.
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covariance matrices R and Q. The solution for K is obtained by solving a matrix
Riccati equation. For the case where "he process dynamics are nonlinear, it is
necessary to formulate the extend, .iman filter. The extended Kalman filter
algorithms are the same as for the basic Kalman filter with the exception that at
each instant of time the process dynamics must be linearized about the current
state estimate. This requires a new ev luation of the Kalman gain matrix at each
instant of time. This, unfortunately, presents a major computational burden and
one which cannot be done on an engine-mounted computer within the cur: ent state
of the art.

To eliminate this computational complexity in the Kalman filtering algorithm, it
is necessary to formulate a major simplification since the turboshaft engine dy-
namic equations are highly nonlinear. This simplification technique was origi-
nally proposed by Spang and Corley in the design of a FICA for a turbofan engine.
In their approach the nonlinear model equations are used in the generation of the
residuals (errors between the state estimates and the actual state measurements),
but the Kalman gain matrix is assumed to be a constant, independent of either
time or state estimate. This allows the Kalman gains to be precomputed using a
linear model of the engine. The use of a constant Kalman gain matrix produces a
suboptimal filter but one which is adequate for the task. Of more importance is
the stability of the structure. Safonov and Athans 12 of MIT call this structure a J
constant gain extended Kalman filter CGEKF. Their results indicate that for
many applications, satisfactory performance can be obtained from a CGEKF
designed to be optimal for a constant stochastic linear model approximating the
actual nonlinear system. They have been able to prove that the CGEKF is intrin-
sically robust against the effects of approximations introduced in the design of the
constant Kalman gain matrix. These results provide the theory of why FICA per-
forms as well as it does. Their results indicate that the emphasis on performance
should be placed on a good nonlinear representation of the process.

The structure of FICA consists of tw, parts: a nonlinea.r model of the turboshaft
engine and update logic utilizing the residtals weighted by the Kalman gain matrix
to force the model to "track" the actual engine. The design of both elements will
be described in detail later.

12 Sqfanov, M.G., and Athana, M., "Robustness and Computational Aspects
of Nonlinear and Stchastic Estfmators and Regulators," MIT technical

report No. ESL-P-741. April 1977.



Further theoretical points which will be discussed are the conditions necessary and
sufficient for a solution to exist to the Kalman filtering problem. The question
may be asked: Under what conditions can a FICA reconstruct a failed sensor sig-
nal? The answer to this question involves the concept of observability 9 . In order
for a Kalman filter to exist for the system described by equation (Eq 1), it is nec-
essary that (F, H) be observable; i. c , the well-known observability matrix be
full rank. When a sensor fails, a row of the H matrix is reduced to zero. If the
system with the reduced matrix H remains observable, then a FICA exists which
will reconstruct the failed signal. This places a limitation on the subset of sen-
sors whose failures can be corrected. For the turboshaft application considered
here, the requirement for observability necessitates that either NP or Q1 must
always be a measured signal and that a single FICA cannot detect failures in both.

For purposes of this study, Q1 will not be reconstructed. However, a FICA struc-
ture which will detect a failure of Q1 will be discussed later. In elementary
terms, the observability requirement means that there must be redundant infor-
mation in the remaining (unfailcd) sensors which Is extr ted by FICA to estimate
the failed sensors.

Nonlinear Model of a Turboshaft Engine

An accurate nonlinear model of a turboshaft engine forms a key component of
FICA. An obvious trade-off must be made in terms of accuracy and complexity
since the model must be run in the on-engine digital computer. The model must
represent both the steady-state and transient performance of the engine. The
actual functional equations which represent the mass flows, pressures, and temp-
eratures form the basis for the model, - The model has the same inputs and
outputs as the actual ngine., A station,diagram of the engine is shown on Figure16 ... . . .. .

The compressor discharge total pressure is a-function of the static pressure

P3. f(PS3) (3)

For the compressor the airflow is of the form

W2 P2/.-T2 * f (NG/I- PS3/P2) (4)

The compressor discharge temperature is given by

T3 = T2 * P(NG/ rT2P3/P2) (5)
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The compressor discharge airflow is given by

W3 C *W2 (6)

where C is a constant

The temperature rise in the combustor depends on fuel-air ratio.

T.I-T3 =f(WF/W3) (7

where WF is the fuel flow

The airflow leaving the combustor is of the form

W4.1 =C *W3 +WF (8)

The gas generator turbine inlet pressure is based on a fixed area, nozzle

P4. 1 =0C * W4.l,4. 1 (9)

The compressor discharge static pressure is related to the turbine inlet pressure

P63 =0* P4.1 (10)

The turbine discharge airflow is given by (1

W5 = C * W 4
The static pressure in the exhaust duct inlet is given by

P87 = P0 -C * T5 * W5 2/PP0 (12)

The power tubine static disoharge pressure is given by I

4PS5 = P67- C* T5* W52/P87 (13)

The power turbine discharge total pressure is given by

P6 PS + C*T5*W 2 /pS5 (14)
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The interturbine total pressure and temperature are given by

P4.5 P5* f(P4. 1/P5) (15)

T4.5G =C *T4.1 (16)

The power turbine exit temperature is given by

T5 = T4. 5G f(P5 /P4. 5) (17)

The power extracted by the compressor is a function of airflow and

temperature rise

PW2 =C *W2 *(T3 -T2) (18)

Thu gas generator turbine power is given by

PW4 =f(T4. 1, P4.5/P4. 1, W3, WF) (19)

The power turbine power is given by

PW5 =f (T4.5, P5/P4. 5,W3, WE') (20)

The power extracted by accessories is given by

PXC = P2 FT2 fN /.f1 (21)

The power turbine torque is a function of power turbine power and speed

Q5 f f(PW6, NP) (22)

The above equations express the thermodynamic relationships which exist within
the engine. The dynamics of the engine are determined by the rotor accelerations
produced by unbalanced torque. The rate of change in the rotor speed is given by

d XG (23)
- = C * (PW4 - PW2 - PXC)/JG *NG

dt

d NP Q*(Q5 Q. ~1)/JP (4dtj

where: JG =moment of inertia of gas generator rotor
JP = moment of inertia of power turbine rotor
Q1 = power turbine abaft torque
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The only significant sensor dynamics is that of T4.5. Denoting the sensor
measurement of T4.5G as T4.5, the dynamics is modeled as

d T4.5
= C *(T4.5G - T4.5) (25)

dt

Fuel flow is essentially an integration of torque motor current

C * (TAU - H) TM > H
dWFd0 O H_>Tmi H (26)

dt
C * (TMI + H) TMI<H

Since the actual hardware displays significant deadband in the relationship between

torque motor current and fuel flow, deadband (H) was added to the model. The

effect of the amount of this deadband is discussed later.

The last four equations represent the dynamic behavior of a turboshaft engine.

They form the state vector of a fourth-order system. A brief explanation of the
method of solution for these equations will now be given.

The resulting system consists of 4 first-order differential equations and 20 simul- 4

taneous algebraic equations. In order to solve them, one needs the input values

of PO, T2, P2, TMI and Q1. Inputs TMI and Q1 are inputs to the engine and P0,
T2, P2 determine the external operating environment and must be lmown. In its
current formulation FICA is unable to reconstruct them. An'alternative formula-

tion for reconstruction of Q1 will be discussed later. Knowing these inputs will
yield a solution to the system of equations. Unfortunately, the algebraic equa-
tions which determine the thermodynamic behavior of the engine are iterative In

nature and one must determine a converged solution at each loop update time of

the computer. This could pose a computational burden for an on-engine computer.

Consequently, an iteration scheme which allowed only one pass through these equa-
tions was implemented. The two iteration variables chosen were T5 and PS3.

These vxciables are updated at the beginning of each time step by means of a

weighted error matrix from the last iteration using a modified Newton-Raphson
approach with constant weights determined from calculating the Jacobian matrix

at NG = 95%. This technique produced excellent results with a one-pass iteration

over the engine operating range.

The accuracy of the simplified nonlinear model was judged to be adequate by run-

ning it in parallel with a complex transient cycle model of the T700 engine which

was kmown to agree with actual engine behavior. Each of the simplified equations
was fit to actual cycle data for the range 85% corrected NG to 102% corrected NG.

eMost of these fits were either linear or quadratic and were accurate to within 2 or



As was previously mentioned, the nonlinear partial derivative engine simulation
does not account for off-design VG migration, customer bleed effects, and anti-
icing. Consequently these effects were not considered in the FICA model. If
sufficient data had been available, the VG actuation system would have been mod-
eled in a similar fashion to the fuel flow actuator. This would produce both an
additional state variable and measured output variable VG FB. This would in-
crease the number of elements in the Kalman gain matrix from .20 to 30 to allow
FICA to detect and correct for a failure of the VG feedback signal. The FICA
designed by Spang and Corley1 0 for a turbofan engine satisfactorily included the
effects of off-design VG.

State and Output Vectors

The state vector X and the output vector Y are defined to have the following
components:

NG ] NG

NP y= NP
5 T4. 5 (27)

~WFFBJ WFFB
: PS3

This establishes the number of elements in the Kalman matrix equal to 4 x 5 20.

Kalman Gain Matrix

FICA is implemented as a CGEKF which requires a linear system model for
evaluation of the Kalman gain matrix. Consequently the nonlinear dynamics were
linearized at a nominal NG = 95%. This linearization was accomplished by per-
turbing each state, one at a time, while keeping the other states and inputs fixed.
The matrices F, H in (Eq 1) are computed as follows:

= Xj (6Xi= 0 J) J= 1, 2, N (28)

~yI I
wheJe = I (AXi= 0 Ij) J=1, 2,... N (29)

whore [Fiji and [l11j] are the elements in the i'th row and J'th column of the
respective matrices.
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The linearized matrices are given by

14 0 0 .071 0 0 0
F 9.98 -1.74 0 .2J1 H= 0 0 0

-8.77 0 -. 5 .787, 0 0 1 0 (30)
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

L6.02 0 0 .0774.

In order to calculate the Kalman gain matrix, it is necessary to specify the driv-
ing noise covariance matrices. The Q matrix (process dri-,ing noise matrix) is a
measure of modeling errors; I. e., it reflects how well the simplified model
matches the actual engine. For this study Q was assumed to be diagonal. From
an analysis of transients run on both the full nonlinear simulation and the simpli-
fied nonlinear model, it appeared that bias errors were dominant and that a
standard covariance calculation might be misleading. Therefore, It was decided
to select the diagonal elements of Q such that the standard deviation of each state
was 1% of its maximum value. This is consistent with model accuracy.

The R matrix (measurement noise driving matrix) is a measure of sensor accur-
acy. In a similar fashion its diagonal elements were selected as a percentage of
full-scale readings. The resulting R matrix was multiplied by a scalar z Whose
value alters the determinant of R. As z is reduced to zero the Kalman filter
weights the residuals more heavily. Therefore, one can control the Kulman gains
and the corresponding closed loop eigenvalues by a variation of z. Four itera-
tions were required to produce a set of Kalman gains which yielded a stable set of
closed loop eigenvalues under any one sensor failure. This was assessed by
checking the closed loop elgenvalues of the filter, setting eaoch row, in turn, of il
to zero.

The filter eigenvalues are dinplayed below:

Closed
Loop NG NP T4.5 WFFB PS3

No Failures Failure Failure Failure Failure Failure

-63.6 -57.6 -63.6 -63.5 -63.5 -20.0 tj 0.12
-20.2. j 0.28 -20.1 :j 0.17 -20.0 A:j 0.11 -20.2 :j 0.27 -20.4 -19.7
-20.1 -20.2 -1.74 - 0.5 -20.0 - 9.7

- 0.12
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Failure Detection Logic

In order to detect sensor failures, it was necessary to implement a threshold
logic system such that when the error between the actual and estimated signals
exceeds this threshold the sensor will be assumed to have failed. This threshold
logic makes use of the esti'nated covariance of the error obtained from solution of
the Riccati equation. This covariance is given by

Ry=R+HPnHt (31)

where Pn is the expected covariance matrix of the error in the state estimate.

The detector for the failure is given by13

fyi - yi 125 1(1 IRyiif No failure
__T r(32)

~yi - >i IKi,[Ayfl Faflure (2

where Ki is the threshold constant. Since the sensor errors displayed a steady-
state bias, the threshold constant was chosen to insure that the normal biases
would not produce an erroneous failure. The resulting thresholds for each sensor
are listed below. Theso values proved quite satisfactory in all transient cases
studied.

NO 3%
NP 3%
T4.5 120F
WFFB 9 PPH
P83 5 PSIA

The actual flowchart of the detection logic will be discussed later. The detection
system does not "lock up" on a sensor failure. That is, should the error at some
later tine come within the bounds, FICA will switch to the actual sensor moasure-
ment.

1 3Anderson, T. W., An lutroduction to UJLTWARIAI3LE STATISTICAL
ANALYSIS, J. Wiley and Sons, N.Y., 1958.
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SUMMARY OF FICA OPERATION

Figure 17 is a flowchart of the operation of FICA as it was implemented in the
computer simulation program. The dynamic equations were discretized using
well-known techniques 14 to be compatible with a computqr update time of 0. 005
sec. It is necessary to delay the arming of the sensor replacement feature until
initial transients die out when the FICA model is initialized. This was effected
by delaying the "arming" of FICA for 0. 5 see. In the actual engine it would be
more appropriate to wait until a predetermining NG level is reached before
arming for that operational period.

With reference to Figure 17 the operation of FICA can be explained as follows:
At each time step the state equations are integrated one step ahead in time. The
two iteration variables (T5, PS3) are predicted ahead to the new time step. The
cycle equations are computed (one pass only). The outputs of this last step are
the best sensor -estimates. These estimates are compared with the actual sensor
signals and errors are generated for each sensor. Each error is compared with
a threshold. If the error is within bounds, the actual sensor measurement is
fed into the control. If the error is outside of bounds, the following events happen.
IFirst, FICA declares that the sensor has failed. Second, the failed sensor signal
is replaced by the sensor estimate. Third, the failed sensor error only is set
to zero to prevent a failed sensor from modifying the state equations. Only gored
sensors are used in the Kalman filter tracking logic. The estimate oC the sensor
is used in the control. All errors are weighted by mutip'ying them by the Kalman
gain matrix. The state derivatives are thou calculated. These are modified by
the weighted errors to force the model to track the engine. Time is then advanced
and the entire process is repeated. As implemented, the detection logic does not
look out a sensor once it has failed. If the error at some later time comes within
bounds, FICA will no longer declare the sensor failed and will use the actual sen-
sor In the control and filter update logic.

Intermediate Parametor Tiacking

In its standard form the Kalnan filter is a state estimator; 1. G., It forces its
output of the model to track the output of the engine, adding correction terms to
the state derivative q However, it was decided for D&CM4 purposes to exploit
the fact that FICA had a cycle model, and in the process of calculating the neces-
sary outputs it has had to calculate many intermediate quantities, such as pri.s-
sures and temperatures which are not normally measured. The standard Kalman

14Fossard, A., MULTIVARIALE SYSTEM CONTROL, North-Holland, 1977.
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filter logic does not specifically address itself to the accuracy of these intermed-
iate parameters. A method was developed to use the Kalman gains to correct
specific intermediate parameters. The most significant improvement is in the
accuracy of T4. 1. The method is based on calculating an accurate T4. 5G.

The dynamic equation for T4.5 is given by

dT4.5 1
dt - (T4.5G - T4.5)

A
The best estimate of T4.5 is given by

A
dT4.5 1 A A

dt =TC (T4.5G - T4.5) + K (y- y) (34)

which is the standard Kalman filter equation.

Rearranging (Eq 34) yields

A
d T 5 -- T4.5G+TC*K(y- -T4.5 (35)

The best estimate for T4.5 is identified as

A A
4. 5G 4.5 + TC K (y - y) (36)

which Is the best estimate of the actual lntertu lne gas tCtfo3Mture (not subjoct
to thernuxouplo lags). Givon U"4. 5G, 4. 1 =u' be calculated as follows:

A
T4. I f(174. 6G, NG, drNG/da (37)

where the depeandnce on d NG/dL is needed to account for timsient heat sink.
These corrections were auplied to all sinulatious shown in the next sewtion.

NONLINEAR SIMULA11iON AND RESUIMS,

To assess its stability and capabilities, FICA was piogranwied into two accurate
nonlinear transient slmunatios of the 'I'100 engine. The characteaisties of these

simulation programs were dlacussed previously.

The followvng results were obtained using the original nonlinear partial derivative
sinulaIon. A list of computer runs is shown in Table 15. The reader Is referred
to the glossary as an aid to Interpreting the computer plots. All variablea which
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are calculated by FICA start with the letter Y. For each parameter plotted, both
the actual value and the value calculated by FICA are shown. All scales have been
adjusted so that two large divisions are equivalent to about 10%. Variable YSFAIL
is the base 10 equivalent of a binary indication of failed sensors.

YSFAIL= PS3 WFFB T4.5 NP NG - (q38failed = 1, failed =1, failed = 1, faled = 1, failed E 38

For example, if both the T4.5 and NG sensors are failed, YSFAIL in binary would
be (00101), which is equal to 5 in decimal representation.

Computer run 100. 00 (Figures 18, 19 and 20) is an open loop comparison in which
the Kalman gains were set to zero and the FICA detection logic was disabled.
Also, it was necessary to set both the actuator and model deadbands equal to zero
to prevent an ever-increasing offset in fuel flow. The transient is a 5-second load
burst with a change in collective pitch from 0 to 68 degrees. This produces a
change in NG of approximately 85% to 95%. As seen in the plots, large errors
exist between the actual sensor signals and the open loop FICA estimates. The
exception is in fuel flow, which has no offset since the same signal drives both the
engine and FICA. The most significant error is in NP, which is caused by the dif-
ficulty in calculating power turbine power. Additional effort in modeling the
power turbine did not improve this problem.

Computer run 100. 01 (Figures 21, 22, 23) shows the same transient with the closed
loop FICA system enabled. Comparing these plots to 100. 00 shows that the errors
between the actual sensors and the FICA estimates have been greatly reduced.
Notice particularly hoew well YT45 tracks T45E1 and YTEMP tracks TEMP. This
was produced by using the Kalman gains to correct intermediate cycle variables,
which was discussed previously. Also notice that it takes approximately 0.2 sec
for FICA to initialize. In these computer runs the failure detection and roplace-
ment feature of FICA is disablel during this period. The FICA estimate of shaft
torque YQ5 has an offset with actual shaft torque. This is produced by the prev-
iously mentioned inaccuracy of calculation of power turbine power. FICA pro-
duces this offset so that YPNP1 will track actual PCNP1. All subsequent computer
runs are with the FICA system enabled.

Computer run 100.02 (Figures 24, 25, 26) shows the response to a more severe
transient. The transient involves the same change in collective pitch from 0 to
68 deg but in 2 sec as opposed to 5 sec. While both transients are normal in
T700 operation, the faster transient is more difficult for the FICA 'model to track.
Even with this more severe transient, all estimated variables track their actual
counterparts exceptionally well. One additional comment concerning the behavior
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TABLE 15. COMPUTER RUN INDEX

Figure

Rtm No. Transient Sensors Failed No.

100.00 5 sec., NG 85%j 95%; Standard Engine Open Loop 18, 19,20

.01 None 21,22,23

.02 2 see., NG 85% 95%; Standard Engine None 24,25,26

.03 NG 27

.04 NP 28

.05 T4. 5 29,30

.06 WFFB 31

.07 P53 32

.08 NG, W53 33

09 NG, WFvvB& 34

2]: ,00.00 N(, Mb7j 94,1; Sea Level; ItoA rzesuro None 35,3. 37
.atio i 1. 2

.01 NG 83% 951; 20, 000 Ft.; Raw Pros- Noe 3 3° 40

02 41

of the control is in order. During the load ehauge, 1_1i3 Is comteutd to the load

Input. 1%is means that LW, is also movad 0 to G8 dog in 2 sme. As the control
systyum is designed, LIS produces an inreaso In WV in order to anUcipaf" the
load chauge. For this transient the amount of antipaticiva is greator than that

• ,ulred, and this producm a tmwcont increase iW PMNP1.
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Computer run 100. 03 (Figure 27) shows the response with the NG sensor failed at
2. 0 sec. In accord with the FICA logic, after 2 see, YPNG1 is used by the control
instead of PCNG1. The transient is almost identical to the no-failed sensor
transient.

Computer run 100. 04 (Figure 28) shows the response with the NP sensor failed at
2. 0 sec. This response is less stable than the previous case but is still satisfac-
tory. However, there is a 5% offset between YPNP1 and PCNP1. This offset is
caused by the difficulty in calculating the shaft torque in the simplified model.
Since the NP sensor has failed, the Kalman gain on that state has been set to zero
and cannot help in reducing the error. However, since the other Kalman gains
are nonzero, the magnitude of the offset is less than in the open loop case (run
100. 00). In order to provide adequate overspeed protection, there are currently
redundant NP sensors. For this transient, a switchover to the redundant sensor
is possible, as will be discussed later.

Computer run 100. 05 (Figure 29, 30) shows the effect of a failure of the T4. 5
sensor at 2. 0 sec. This transient is almost identical to the no-failure case. After
the sensor fails, FICA sets T45ELl equal to YT458. The only consequence of the
sensor failure for this case is the discrepancy between T45E1 and YT45S and be-
tween TEMP and YTEMP. With the sensor failed it is not possible to improve
the estimate of these intermediate parameters.

Computer runs 100. 06 (Figure 31) and 100. 07 (Figure 32) show the effects of a
failure of the WFFI3 sensor and the PS3 sensor respectively. In both cases, the
transients are perfectly satisfactory. One conclusion is that the engine will run
stably with FICA for any single sensor faniare.

Several combinations of double sensor failures were examined, of which computer
ran 100. 08 (Figure 33) is typical, In this run, both NG and PS3 sensors are failed

at 2.0 see, producing minimal offect on transient response. All possible combina-
tions of two sensor failures have not been examined. However, one combination
was unstable. This combination consisted of a failuro of both tho NP sensor and
the WFFB sensor at 2.0 see. Since a single falluro of either the WF13 sensor
or the NP sensor is stable, a switchovor to a redundant NP sensor would solve
this dual faluro problem.

It is to be noted in the above eases that when a sensor fails it is common that an
offset will develop between the FICA estimated value and the actutl engine value.
While this offset does not affect the stability of NP governing, its presence may
dictate modification to the control upon indication of a failure. When the PS3
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sensor fails, the offset in the PS3 signal can create a problem with the acceleration
and deceleration schedules being wrong by the amount of the offset. .A similar
problem occurs when the WFFB sensor fails. The control system is aware of the
failure mode, but the degree and direction of the offset are not known.

If system studies indicate a stall problem because of the offset, the control could
reduce the acceleration schedule when it was notified of a PS3 or WFFB failure.

Computer run 100. 09 (Figure 34) shows the system response to a failure of three
sensors (NG, WFFB, PS3), all occurring at 2. 0 sec. While there are more os-
cillations than in the no-failure case, the transient is perfectly satisfactory, dem-
onstrating the capability of FICA in a multiple failure environment.

One area of concern initially was the problem of actuator nonlinearities. In the
current control this is modeled as a significant amount of deadband in the torque
motor (see Figure 14). As mentioned previously, a different amount of deadband
was added to the dynamic equation for WFFB. All previous oases had a deadband
of 8 MV in the torque motor and a deadband of 10 MV in the FICA model, The
amounts of deadband are not significant in the no-failure cases. However, sever-
al cases were studied, all of which had a failed WFFB sensor, to examine the effect
of deadband on fuel flow offsets. The best transient response was observed when
both deadbands were equal. When the FICA model deadband was increased to 12
MV the fuel flow oscillations increased slightly in magnitude but were still ac-
ceptable. When the FICA model deadband was reduced to 6 MV, the offset be-
tween YZW1 and WFM1 became significantly worse. Therefore, it Is concluded
that the FICA model doadband must be greater than that of the actual actuator.

All previous runs were made with the nonlinear partial-derivative simulation.
About halfway through this study a more complex transient digital model became
available. This simulation uses a complete cycle calculation to represent the
engine. Even though not scheduled In the contract, the FADEC system was added
to the new sinmulation. This now simulation provided the capability to study
pmrfornianco at other flight conditions and was dsed to assess the need to measure
P0 (ambient pressure). All 200 tierios computer runs were made with thts now
Simulation,

Computer run 200.00 (Figures 35, 36, 37) shows the response to the 2 sec base
transient Initialized at the same power level for sea level altitude with a ram pros-
sure ratio of 1.2. Computer run 200.01 (Figures 38, 39, 40) shows o respon"e
for the same transient at an altitude of 20, 000 ft and a run pressure ratio of 1.2.
In both cases excellont tracking is observed, demonstrating that FICA will track
weU throughout the fight envelope.
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Computer run 200. 02 (Figure 41) shows the failure of the NP sensor at altitude for
the same transient 200. 01. For this transient, NG reaches the topping limit. This
transient demonstrates satisfactory FICA performance at altitude.

An analysis was made using this second simulation to assess the necessity of
measuring both P0 and P2. It was found that if either was eliminated by using
P2 for P0 and vice versa, tracking errors significantly increased. In the failure
of the NP sensor, offsets became unsatisfactorily large, which resulted in unac-
ceptable transient response. Consequently, it was concluded that both P0 and P2
must be measured. Two transients were run failing the NG sensor with P0 set
equal to P2. These cases were acceptable, so with only a limited amount of data
it may be possible to eliminate the need to measure P0 if it is not required to re-
construct a failed NP sensor. However, a significant amount of additional analy-
sis over the entire flight envelope would be needed to justify this conclusion.

AREAS OF ADDITIONAL STUDY

As seen in the previous section, FICA as designed works extremely well. How-
ever, it was felt necessary to further address certain areas which arose in the
study and to comment on possible improvements.

The first area of concern is the inability of FICA as designed to reconstruct the
slft torque sensor Q1. This was referred to previously as being an observabil-
ity problem and therefore it is theoretically impossible to reconstruct simultan-
euy both NP and Q1. However, if one of these is measured, the other one can
be reconstructed. For the purpose of this study it was assumed that Q1 would be
the known input and FICA was designed to reconstruct NP and therefore detect
NP failures, FICA could have been designed to use NP as an input and recon-
struot Q1. One obvious possible solution is to duplicate the power turbine equa-
tions in FICA producing in essence a dual FICA system, one of which is capable
of reconstructing NP and the other capable of reconstructing Q1. This dual sys-
tem would be capable of reconstructIfg either an NV or QI failure but not a dual
failure of both.

A second area of concern it the magnitude of the offset butween i PNPI and PICNPI
when the NP sensor fails. The following schome makes use of the fact that there
are dual NP sesors on eavh engine. The first NP sensor will be denoted NPS.
Th1 sLoid NJ) sonsor ie past of the torqe measuring system and will be denoted

* NPQ. This second sensor will fall when the torque sensor fails, The logic iS as
follows. It will be assumad that Q1 will be an input to FICA as in the current

A design. "'ICA will therefore calculate a. best estimate of NP which will be do-
* ! noted NPC. Th logic is to compare all tluee NP signals. If they all agree



within the designed threshold, assume that no failure has occurred and continue to
use NPS in the control. If NPS fails, FICA will detect the failure and NPC will be
a good estimate which is then compared to NPQ. If the error between NPQ and
NPC is within bounds, NPQ will be switched into the control which will eliminate
the NP offset. If the torque sensor fails, FICA will Incorrectly declare NPS to
have failed. NPC will be greatly different from both NPS and NPQ. Therefore,
excluding dual failures, it can be concluded that the Q1 sensor failed and NPS
can be used for control.

A third area requiring further investigation is the behavior of FICA when the engine
enters a region where the compressor stalls. In this stall region, the cycle equa-
tions which make up the FICA model are no longer valid, which provides the poten-
tial for FICA making an incorrect decision on sensor failures. It may be necessary
to disable FICA upon stall detection or modify its equations to represent behavior
in stall.

The fourth area is that of a control system malfmnction caused by a FICA system
failure itself. A digital system which is structured for maximum reliability by
the inclusion of computer self-tests and/or the most appropriate utilization of
component redundancy will minimize the probability that a FICA failure will go
undetected. For a twin-engine installation, an additional check of whether or not
a sensor is functioning could be to compare each sensor to its counterpart on the
second engine. Since the engines are normally run in a load sharing mode, par-
ameters on both engines are relatively close in magnitude.

An associated problem is that of control failure caused by an actuator failure.
In its present form, FICA is not capable of detecting actuator failures. An alter-
native approach to this problem is indicated, since one would like not only the
notification of an actuator failure but would demand no loss of power modulation
ability. A satisfactory solution may require either the use of hardware redundancy
or the structuring of the control system architecture to provide a control which is
stable but may provide for less performance capabilities in the presence of one or
more actuator failures. With current FADEC technology, computer and actuator
interface failures are handled by having a hydromechanical backup system. It is
possible that this backup can be eliminated by utilizing a digital architecture for
FADEC which is both intrinsically reliable and is structured to provide for con-
tinued control.
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{ CONCLUSIONS OF TASK V

A failure detection and correction strategy based on a constant gain extended Kal-
man filter has been designed for an advanced turboshaft engine. By extensive
simulation it has been shown that stable engine control can be maintained even in
the presence of multiple sensor failures. When a sensor fails, an offset occurs
between the estimated value for that sensor and the actual engine parameter.
Based on flight conditions studied, NP errors of up to 5% can occur. The effect
of these errors can be eliminated by using the NP signal from the overspeed syE-
tem when an NP sensor failure is detected by FICA. Offset of NG, PS3, or WF
due to their respective sensor failures would mean between a 3% power loss and
a 2% NG overspeed when operating on topping. A failure of the T4. 5 sensor
produced an offset of about 90 0 F. This is only significant at the T4.5 limiting
level and, therefore, the offset can be reduced by model refinement. With a var-
iation of T4.5 offset from engine to engine of 00 to 90 0 F, all or part of the offset
can be traded for a 0 to 10% power reduction while on T4. 5 limiting. This is
accomplished by shifting T4. 5 reference when FICA recognizes a T4. 5 sensor
failure.

Additionally, FICA has been shown to provide excellent estimates of Intermediate
parameters such as T4. 5G and T4. 1 which have significant impact on D&CM,
since these parameters are related to hot part life. The determination of these
parameters to a higher accuracy represents a significant diagnostic state-of-the
art advancement.

RlECOMMENDATIONS OF TASK V

The following are specific areas where additional analysis could provide either
simplification of the hardware implementation of FICA or an expanslon of Its
capabilities.

One area invol; ing simplificatAon is the elimination of the need to measure PO if
a reconstruction of NP by FICA is not required. This would make use of the fact
that there are already redundant NP sensors.

J1.4



Another area is that of making optimum use of a twin-engine installation. Since
the engines normally run in a load sharing mode, the corresponding sensors on
both engines are relatively close in magnitude. An additional check of sensor
malfunction would be to compare it to the second sensor on the other engine.
FICA could in effect be a triply redundant system by comparing its best esti-
mate to sensors from both engines.

One area which could hold promise for assessment of engine health is trend anal-
ysis of the Kalman filter residuals. From the covariance of these residuals can
be extracted the covariance matrix of the driving noise, which is a measure of
how well the engine matches the model. Changes in the elements of this matrix
may provide useful information on engine performance degradation. To adequately
assess this potential, further analysis beyond the scope of this contract is re-
quired.
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TASK VI - FADEC DIAGNOSTIC SYSTEM DESIGN INTERlFACE

Because of the powerful computational capability included in a FADEC control,
D& CM systems of considerable functional complexity can be integrated efficiently
with a FADEC control. In some of the more complex systems, supplementary
ai rfra me- mounted and ground tequipment may be required to complete the overall
system.

The FADEC system concept for the 1700 engine, which Incorporates built-in FICA
capabilities, is the foundation or baseline upon which this study is formed. This
conceptual baseline FADEC is described in Task IV (Table 13 and Figure 13) and
its FICA capabilities described and analyzed in Task V (page 80). A graphical
representation of a building block (B/B) approach to D& CM integration with FADEC
is shown in Table 16. For convenience, this B/B concept is related to the D&CM
functions listed on Tabla 3. There are, however, many other possible approaches
to the integration and implementation of FADEC/D& CM, particularly wi1th regard
to D&CM display and data recording and memory provisions.

IDE NTIFICATION OF D& CM OBJECTIVES AND THEIRl IMP~JACT ON FADEC

Engine History: Tis FADEC concept provides all the signals required for mincs-
uring life-used In termns of two LCP counts, engino hours, pressure cycles, and
stress rupture life-used, (See Task III.) It is estinuated that to accomplish the
LCF counts now done by 11io0 will require about 80 words and an increase In cycle
time of about 90 micoroseconds. Theo current 1700 ongine hours and time-temtper-
ature counts are also veory simple. Therefore, it is estim atod that to accomplish
all 11100 ongine hIstory functions would require about 4% o FADEC mtoniory.
For this reason, this is included in dhe basic l"ADE C conc~ept shown as U/f USysteml
#1 on Table 16.

With all the ineasured and cWlculated paunotors available, including. T3 and T1
(key elemeonts for calculating turbine blade temperature), mtore accurate hot part
Stress rupture life calculation can be matdo thani Is possible withtout FADEC. The0
avaidlabliy of digital computer capbility also mikes 1wasiblo nioro sopisativatod
L~ow Cycle F~atigue contputations using the Mlinfall or Pagoda Qehd(l~.6
7, 8) or similar techniques that account for both matjor aad mudnor~ stress-strain

oyci~toe impact on FADEC cannot be accurately catimaitedoutil. twe arc
defined. However, it to assumed that it would bo in the area ot doubling thie
Wabovecalculations. The 0ancuniulation of tota life counts is ssumod to bedone
incahanio('ly in the Eugino History liecordor (E1114 as oa the pmeent, 1700 aino.
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Performance: All required signals for even the most complex engine health system
described in Task III, Section I (System A) are available within the FADEC concept.
Increasing the computer memory by about sixty-five 16-bit words and increasing
computer cycle time by about 74 microseconds, the HIT check can be added to the
FADEC system. As discussed in Task IV, the cycle time can be reduced by
spreading the calculations over several cycles because the performance calcula-
tion update time requirement is much less than the control cycle update time.

This capability is recommended for inclusion in the basic FADEC as shown in
baseline system #2. Modular fault isolation by performance measurement, if
proven feasible, would also use signals available in FADEC supplemented as a
minimum by compressor discharge temperature, TS3, assuming FICA calculated
T3 is not accurate enough for modular fault isolation. Until a modular fault iso-
lation system is designed the* decision as to whether this system is ground support
equipment or an integral part of FADEC cannot be determined.

Control Fault Detection: The FADEC functional design detects and accommodates
control sensor failures, and provides self-test functions. In order to make the
overall FADEC system reliable, additional faults must be detected and accommo-
dated. Whether all control system faults will be accomplished within FADEC or
if some additional logic is required will not be known until additional design work
is accomplished. In accordance with Table 14, processing of the fuel filter bypass
and fuel boost pump pressuro will be required. These will be processed with sn-all
impact on the FADEC system.

)l!--Wettedlats Fault Detection: Oil system moittoring requires six additional
signas in accordance with Table 14. Processing of these sigimls is estimated to
increase the FADEC parts count by about 10% and should therefore be included
in the FADEC design. Logic to detect excecdanoes would be snull and, therefore,
slould also be Included In the base dealg, as shown In baseline system #.

Fault Isolation:

Colntls: Twenty-one signals arc planned to be available within FADEC for con-
trol system fault Isolation. "te FICA analysis dcumnented under Task V conclud-
ed that the following control system sensor failures could be detected and fault
Isolated: PS3, T4. 6, WFFB, VGFB, QI, NP and NG. In addition, the 21 signals
can be utilized for fault Isolation of the other control system LiRUs as described
in Task IIW. Based on other studies of analog systems, fault isolation of the en-
tire engine system can requtre a computer similar in size to the c',rreat FADEC.
Since this system Is not required on a continuous basis and consistent with the
concet In Table 16, fault isolation is c"ndered part of ground equipment.

118y
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The accuracy or effectiveness with which faults can be isolated should be very high

for the V00 FADEC/D&CM systems B/B #3 and #4 described herein. In the case
of a non-FADEC 1700 control, the fault isolation accuracy or effectiveness would
probably be lower. In either case, an analysis following the general outline in
Task I would be required. The fault isolation logic is currently planned to be in
the ground support equipment, not on the airframe-mounted equipment. In System
3, it would be in the base computer. In System 4, it would be in the flight line
diagnostic unit.

Modules: Fault isolation to the module level involves the following types of moni-
tored parameters and logic:

1. Performance: lonitoring to isolate degradation to the compressor
high-pressure or low-pressure turbine is discussed under performance
(above) and in Task I.

2. Vibration: bntoring to isate an out-of-lin-4ts unbalance problem
requires two accelerometers: one on the accessory gearbox and one

on the exhaust frame.

With proper filtering and logic, fault isolation to the module and/or
LRU level should be effective. Accelerometer signal conditioning is
not a function requiring components or wiing common to other D& CM/
FADEC except for AD signal conversion. The signals are very sus-
ceptible to distortion or noise from external sources. It is recom-
mended that FADEC not include vibration sigal conditioning and
analysis.

3. OliAWetted Partsi a1ilures or incipient failures involving the lubo/
scavenge pump amd filter can be fault Isolated with sigiuls recommend-
ed for inclusion in FADEC. Isolating bearing failures to the sump In-
volved, however, can best be done on the ground by visual inspection
of the scavenge screons at the scavenge pump Inlets. The alternative,
Installation of chip detectors In cadlI of the six scavenge lines, would
not be cost effective. '11te combination of a labster Chip Detector
signal and a high vibration reading (not processed in FADEGJ) would
be a positive fault isolation indication, However, an externally
mounted accelerometer would be sensitive only to severe bearing prob-
lents which, in almost every case, would have previously caused a
chip detector alarm and resulted In an engine power reduction. The
effectiveness of this fault detection technique is questionable, at best.

4. ,dglar Wife jeae Measuring LCF and hot parts life used on key
Comp)ressor, HP and LP turfine module co mnet.

9. 1



IDENTIFICATION OF CANDIDATE PARAMETERS AS RELATED TO FADEC

Parameters to be Sensed: Table 14, "Candidate FADEC and D&CM Signals", lists
33 signals identified in this study for probable inclusion in a T700 FADEC/D&CM
system to meet the system objectives defined by contract.

Used by FADEC/FICA 21
Used only for D&CM .12

Total 33

Signals to be processed in FADEC 31
Signals to be processed elsewhere

Total 33

Further systems anailyses in the following areas may result in changes to the list
of required parameters:

Modular Performance Fault Isolation
Control LR U Fauldt Isolation
Further FICA System Analysis per Task V, page 125

Pa ramotel' Cha ra cteristics

In general, the accuracy requirements for engine control systems sensors aro
more stringent Owun for fl&CM sensors. Sinco two thirds of the T700 FADI-C/
D&CM tiystein sensorstiro required for control as woll as 1&CM, it can he stated
generally that l)&CM does not require unique sonsor acouracy. One potential
exception to this nuay be In the area of Modular I'erforinanco -Fault Isolation.
Detecting small I-Awforknance changes in a compressor ov' UP turbine may impose
difficult accuracy and stabilizotion time requirements on sonsors. Tabl 14 con-
Wains the signal acucuraIcy requiremeonts as presently known. It is believed that
all tire wlidu currout state of the art, again with tho possile weeopton noted
above.

Pressure transducers and thennoeouple response rates are governxd by dynaniie
control ailysis. Current T700 sensor respionse rites aro a.dequate wdoeas con-
trol systool desigo logic is changed. 1*&CM functions are not resionse rate crit-
Joal except for accelerometers where the ro plnso i w wi vb overned by tho
frequency range of $04 - 50001Z.

..........



INTEGRATION WITH FADEC - BUILDING BLOCK APPROACH

The impact of integrating D&CM objectives with FADEC is minimal and Is dis-
cussed in the description of the four D&CM System concepts. The impact is also
depicted graphically in the Building Block Chart (Table 16). In brief, once a
turboshaft engine D&CM building block concept is adopted, the small additional
allowance for D&CM functions can be easily designed into the FADEC unit so
that it becomes a generic control for all applications of that engine.

Table 16 is a graphical representation of the manner in which a basic GE FADEC
'Wrboshaft engine control could be integrated within more complex D&CM systems.
System 1 (Figure 42) includos current T700 type history recorder function plus
inherent fault detection in FICA. System 2 (Figure 43) adds to System 1 those
items which are recommended for inclusion in FADEC in this study:

* HIT check

* All D&CM signal processing

* Additional control system fault detection and annunciation

* Othor fault detection and annunclation as practical. A LCC
study is required to define what D&CM functions should be in-
eluded in the FADEC. However, based on current 1700 usage
and oxpoorce it Is cxpcoted that a mikilmum of the following
functions would be included bi a VADEC:

Overtompoiature
Oveerpeod
Chip Dotocter
Oil and Fuel Filter Bypass
Oil Pressure and Toeeraturo Exceadance

ys~wtona 3 (Figure 44) aiad 4 (Figure 45) indIcate pot)ttivl support equ ipmeat which
i LCC stutboa m ight idictate aro waxt Wfotive. li c dash-lioe blo cks indicate

.7i equlputmi idemtclc to tuit ued in the praeodhig mid siUmfle D. CM systom.

,th .stms_ et$ are ,Iri-aljgad ll order f" increaing ost, vompleXity,and (apailty. 1thy 1eptsrnt tle traic tp( o of lM CM systen- currenay b eng

deveopwod In i4i country, For am anple. Syst-m I is similar to D&CM System
on T0 and FIO0 engines System 2-is atqnir to the A-7E/TF41 MECM and 11-l/
on 1ly0 an I" W39uo System) 2O Is at mil" (:: FiOI t tha it ltks o In-flight rxcordng and grouad pntout and

: .,.:iii! , •  '.~myai ftcti t Syto 3ismfl~o -ETF39JADEW) and FI 01,iCT..]

. ... ,

".3 = i"::¢' . . Il



System 4 is similar to the Northrop EHMS for n38 and A-10 aircraft. If the basic
FADEC units are built with provisions to handle the future additions of the added
D& CM functionsi, the necessity for choosing a given concept for a particular ap-
plication does not become critical in the FADEC development process.

_____________o INSTRUMENTS

DIAGNOSTIC 0
CONNECTOR

FICA
STATUS

LEFT RGHT WPANEL

F igure 42. Systemn I - FADL;*C With Enigine H1istory Recorder (L 11,H).

System I is the basic systew incorlxwradntg theo EADEC and FICA function and tho
electronics to process and conipute the Esgine 11i1itory Recorder functions which
are displayed and recoorded mocluwlealy on the enin-monted Bi unit. A
cockpit light advises piiot of a sensor failura detected by FICA and identifies h
ongine involved.

S i
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COCKPIT
INSTRUMENTS

a Sensor fault detection.
e Monitors controls. oil w z

system, performance DIAGNOSTIC
and history. CONNECTOR

o Fault detection
as is practical.

a Displays and re~cords
engneHfe ~LEFT RIGHT

ENGINE ENGIN

* Monitors vibration. 0 CM UNIT FC OE

# Displays 3-digit coded ES 0 RE0

C'AULT CQDOF3 0 [3 1

DISPLAY

tigul-0 43. SYtte 2 *k I9aaoiio Syateln - FAI)1EC, FICA, E1, IT n
Fault Detuon (El)).

Ilds systint is the baseoiso for fi.ture designs. In additlou to thoseu iteiiji
y tomn I it hialudea thiose Ritm fromi the followig liat which a futureu LCC study

ddurnxtnes cost offeetive: IT sahe&i, aJ ~C $;a, aud aultL dtin.
An ~additionaI ~l M MI4t, I)xbably ai oinrf picaweoso vibrations as
rolqtdred anid d1ilkiys codedaw nwoce xneaisaij t~rAt Idontify a ufx-o
or linit eeoaawo. I'he syslaw ii v not prodnuo u a ernumnt. reord of migine

* evumats, nor does3 it have ",toiialve fault Iusolatiou capuability. 'Ili uttnt of its
prautitml fault Isolation Ability will uot ba kwn~ ntil a inore detailed tmgl'u-



System 3 - "Full House" System With Fault Isolaion (FI) - FADEC, FICA, EHR,
HIT, FD, and Base Shop Diagnosis

System 2, with the addition of in-flight tape recording and a computerized ground
station, would become System 3. TUis system requires an airframe-mounted
tape recorder unit to record in-flight events and provide a communications link
with the ground station. It would nmeet all1 requirements of Contract DAAJ02-79-
C-0065 for performance and mechanical monitoring and fault isolation. Fault
isolation logic functions would be performed on the base computer.

0 A CM FUNCTI4S COCKPIT

a Fault detction.a M1 itors control. oil

:a ly st . r' m

# Dtsolsya *'nd rtrtot4
ODt l Me,

a broA s~~ dots, On t!, F PIA W~A
0 "loAI&I Vibfitioa 0 HUITMT

* W~pl~y* ~TAPE k(CMi~(A
,t, "- - - 0 0 WWI "

*fkt TAP Aa~t' tot 0 D .

46 Ac* .alsl.AtI00j,~y

4tflt MlB9OA lYlc

* fft"" trtm esyil
"*$ 04 0MA tt MiIAZ a,

Figuro 44. Syswton 3 - "tull Rouse" Systeni With FADEC, lICA, Mll, i1"
0 FD, and Wa0 Shop Vault klatiou-
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System 4 -"Full House" System With Flight Line Readout - FADECj rfIC EHJI,
1HIT, FD, FI, and Base Shop Printout

COCKPIT
D 1 CH FUNCTIONS INSTRUMENTS

a Fault detection.
s mni~tors controls, oil

syt-,performsnce

~IDIAGNOSTIC
LEFT IGHT CONNECTOR

FICA POVR
* Vibration moitormqg D~C 00 CD9
* Data trave. tNIR L : OR
*0 *CM4 Intert*o with OF 1

$Ccpit and flight lio Ait. L *R

9 al time dato display.OCP~
* tUJ fed modof keilt IFLIGHT LINEIOI~A

favnint hitr display I.AYU WITI
* ~vit 4otwton (11*ipltvt~

* *Iftltvt ttvi ditaio

gnhitoir.--A, ILS

0 Stvfit 40d veintl wit da"la

Vior 4.Systuii 4 " Full toukio" OVy3toto With hino Ra luto-IFA3Eut

Syoni 4 mots adt of the itntndexl uetr ntn for iiorforyacii and ohnu
inoil toring ind dhbposia. lis sytoil reofirea a muodftud airfi'am~e-niounted
M&UM tunit with solid sUtt dita storage; a ground iaugiosUv "Stlxse", ulnit tht
uill iiitqrfacc with Whe at Lkim iluaoutitud WE~i and parfortu LHW fault gfulllE4
andi rLW Ui data readaut; Aud a lsu oonutor with readaial, printowt, c05Ip&A-
taiou. and talw storage "abtity.



TASK VJI - SENSOR DEVELOPMENTTRE QREMENTS

GE's FADEC hardware programis have progressed sufficiently to show that there
are feasible sensors currently available for a FADEC system. Thls has been dem-
onstrated under the NASA-sponsored QIJSEE program which has completed 175
hours of engine running with a digital control system. The FADEC program spon-
sored by the Navy has provided additional sensor refinements which will be dem-
c'nstrated during engine testing In 1979. Additional sensor developments, how-
ever, are recommended on a longer term basis in order to reduce sensor cost
and improve reliability and performance. In order to assure that sensors are
compatible with the engine system space, weight, and environmental require-
ments, the engine manufacturer must provide technical guidance and surveillance.
With the digital control system, the signal processing and conditioning should be
considered as part of the control system and therefore sensors must be developed
in concert with the FADEC system. For instance, pressure sensor linearizing
and temperature compensation can now be -performed cost -competitively by soft-
ware instead of select fit resistors as being demonstrated in the Navy FADEC
program.

Speed and torque signals -are frequency or phase related signuals which cAn be
converted to digital format without Analog to Digatal (AD) conversion. 'Since these
signals are of sufficient accuracy and respouse raw., addltional development Is
not recommended.

The FA nEC design senses WP feedbacok as metering valve position and VG feod-
back as an actuator position. GE's *PA)EC- devolopment, using line-ar variablaphase transformers (LVPT) for positionsgaprvdeaadutebe o
position sensing, 'rho LVPT tr~ansformis a position into ".hs ina hc a
be cornveniently handled by a digital system.

The NASA (CSEE program used analog pressure aensors, MWil tho Navy. PAI)SC.
program is demionstrating the feasibility of digital pressure taducers.' In
order to obtain the accuracies requi-red in conventional engine conti'o1 syatenla~
the pressure sensors, either analog or digital, are'very expensivo. The0reforo,
future development of lens-expensive digital prousure transducer wohnokgy is.
desired, As mentioned above, the developmen t of specific tranedutera inuet be
with control system development. Tis courdinates eavlronieatal rog~remnena
consistent with control schemes,,
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Present FADEC systems use analog temperature sensing devices. Conversion to
digital temperature sensors is not currently practical; however, future develop-
ments could change this decision. The development of digital temperature sensors
could reduce FADEC cost by eliminating the need for A-D, conversion.

1. Magnetic Master Chip Detector The TI00 Mdaster Chip Detector has
been almost 10076 effective in providing an early warning of impending
OWP problems, primarily bearing problems, occurring during engine
development and flight test. During flight test, no bearing failures
were missed and no engines were removed because of false indicationE.
However, as cited on page 22, many false or nuisance indications
occurred caused by random manufacturing or assembly debris. Strict
adherences to maintenance procedures identified these events as non-
failures but at the cost of flight delays and ground engine runs. A
CIP program is underway in 1700 Engineering authorized by EPM
#CIl' E7 to locate or develop an improved device that will discrimin-
ate between nuisance and real incipient failure events. Blecause of
the unique charaeteriattcs of the "00 engine, the capacitor dis-
charge or "fuzz burner" type of chip detector, proven useful in other
applications, is not applicable to this engine. In view of the on-going
CllP chip detootor program for the present "0O0 engine, no development
program is -required for an FADEC-equipped 7700 engine.

2. Aoc~docrnetors: There are no unique requireinonts for engine vibra-
tion assin aeo-elerorneters for a FADTEC-equipped 1700 engine. Am-
iaturized acoolorometors are availale with adequate output signI
strength, frequency ivaponse and high temperature tolerance. Acedl-
(ewt with built-AA charge amp)lifiers (a destrable feature)tire
uxnder dervelopineat, bMa are currently lackin in toLerance for- thei.typical engine temperaturo evrollntent. nipoeothr would
be denraio but It is uot a unque requiroment for FADE C.

3. .'gnitlo §nsr Fault dettvtion and 193( lation of the Ignition systemt can
x) partially accomplished ais&no An. the ATE IECM systoin by using

indmotion 00ils 4.1miad each Ignition load, Seansn the charactoristIc or
Aotago (or curait) rise vorsus Uto maty onablo so Llt al o
'tioti ond Iolation to be uccomplished. An iW lytital and teting pro-

gra.mnvould be to~qurad to toerndiie to what oxtwit ilults In the power
supply, eOciter inpjut,. output, Iva&d or Igiter plugs could be detected §

uu41siolatad. Sensor design and qjualificattion. would follow provided
th.o~lult ioab aalty of thsnor a Jdge to be .t

7.,.
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4. The following Table 17 shows the status of sensors required for FADEC/

D&CM system development.

Sensed Type of
Parameter Processing Remarks

Torque Digital Current sensors aro available with
sufficient accuracy and acceptable
cost

Speed Digital Current sensors are available with
sufficient accuiracy and acceptable
cost

Position Digital LVPT is adequate
(WF and VG)

Prosure Analog Currently very exansive for accur-
Digital aoy required by control concepts

considered in this study

Temperaturo Anatlog Currently used Wn 1FAflC e 'tomis
Digital Not currently avitilable; development

deiramble to veduce astem cost

Chi ooe~rDigital Developmnent of disuriai"t do-

tector desirable

Accalorom~otora Axwalog Im'provemeont iW tenpeature sensli-
tivity Is desiraV41e

Ignitio curroat Analog, No sansor or sensor out*,i char-
atwwistio avallahleI.



In summary, the current state of the art of sensors has been shown to be ade-
quate to support future FADEC development. Two areas would benefit from gen-
eral development in support of long-range FADEC goals:

1. Digital pressure transducer cost reduction without sacrifice of
required accuracies, response and reliability.

2. Digital temperature sensor development covering the -following
required low and high temperature ranges.

0a. Inlet sensor range is from -65 F to +160 0F.

b. T4. 5 range is -650F to 1550°F.

While some basic work in both these areas is desired, specific sensor develop-
ment should be completed as an integral part of the basic FADEC develop ,let,
as different control system -pproaches can signifioantly change accturacy re-
quirements.

.11
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{ CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

CONCLUSIONS

1. LRU fault isolation by means of an electronic diagnostic system is
considered feasible for the current T700 engine. However, it has not
yet been established that the D&CM system to accomplish the diag-
nostics would be cost effective.

2. Fault isolation to the engine module level is feasible based on vi-
bration, life usage and oil-wetted part diagnostics. Though modular
performance fault isolation appears to be feasible, further analytical
studies are required for verification.

3. The D&CM requirements for both module and LRU fault isolation

for a FADEC-equipped T100 engine are simpler than for the current
'T00 engine. Further analytical and computer simulation studies
are required to fully exploit the inherent diagnostic capabilities of
the FADEC system.

4. Integration of D&CM functions into the FADEC system provides an
opportunity to expand D&CM functions at an implicity lower cost and
weight, as well as a greater reliability than In a standard hydro-
meobtcal/anlog electrical control system. The FADEC system
Inherently offers a coat and weight saving because approxiately

70% of the sipls required for a D&C& system are alretdy available
! for control purposes as opposed to the current 2100 system where

.pproximmtoly 25% of the required signals are presenUy In the re-
quirod electrical tona. The FADEC system also provides * logical
awa for precess the D&CM signals pot required by the control
system, with the axceptio of vibrations, at a inimum Ireae In

I F-ADEC parts.

S. 71e FADEC system can aoccw llah the ollowing D&CM fiotions

1) WCVcout

................
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2) Hot part life

L3) Engine hours

b. Detection of failures of most control system sensors by using

FICA.

c. Detection of some control system failures by self-test.

6. Integration of the following D&CM functions is practical and is most
cost effective when considered at FADEC design inception:

a. Performance checking for engine health (HIT checks).

b. Tracking of oil pressure vs NG to detect oil system problems.

c. Detection of low or high oil pressure, overtemperature, fuel
or lube filter bypass and chip detection signal.

7. FICA not only indicates control sensior failure, but allows safe engine
operation with any single sensor failure of NP, NG, PS3, T4. 5, WFFB,
and Q1. With the failure of any sensor, except T4.5, at least 97%
power can be obtained. With the T4.5 sensor failed, at least 90%
power can be obtained during T4. S limiting, and this can be improved

through FICA refinements. The system has also indicated satisfactory
* operation with nultIple sensor failures.

8. In addition to the available sensed parameters, there are intermediate
parameters calculated by FICA which are useful to the D&CM fimotions.

*FICA calculates TS and T4. 1 which can be used to estimate morc an-
cura ly g s generator turbine blade temperatures. With this additional
Ixoration and FAD ~'s computational power, potentially more

* ~accurate streso rupture calculatons which arc compatible with the
FADEC system can be ntroducnd

9. Work completed on the D&CM system. including VADEC, provides aI conctptual basis from which an ttegraztd system could be designed.
*".~ , Preliminary life-cycle-cost estimates and fabricatIon and test of key

system components could then be carried out.
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10. Sensor state of the art is compatible with anticipated needs of future
~t. FADEC development; however, it is prudent to study further the po-

tential for digital pressure transducer cost reduction and digital temp-
erature sensor development. The current T700 OtT? program to
develop a magnetic master chip detector which would discriminate
between a real failure event and a "nuisance event" should be consid-
ered as a potential sensor improvement. Also, engine-mounted
accelerometers with built-in charge amplifiers which are more tol-
erant to the engine temperature environment require farther improve-
ment.

RECOMMENDATIONS

1. For the current T700 (non-FADEC) engine as well as for a T700 with
a F AIEC,, the following steps are recom~mended:

a. Extend existing studies to select and evaluate an approach for
performance isolation to the module level for the T700 engine.

b. Refine existing fault tree analysis for the T700 control system
suitable for incorporation into an automatedco utinl
system.

c. Define an integrated fault tree analysis and diagnostic logic
for each module and LRU and assesis the fault Isolation effect-
iveness.

d. DefIne the prelbuinary design of an autoinated coiMutatlonal
fault isolatlco system to inqplemoat the fWAut tree analysis of
(c) above. The design should bo of ouffleient detail to ostl.#fo
size, weight,, funaetlonal scqpe and coat offectlveness.

2. In addition to Via abovo, tho following steps oa recoammended for the
V*ADEC-equ~ip)t T700:

a. Deslin Waiat aud test anenglno-nwuntned digital hldary
recorder. -Sch a -program will

1)Demonstrate that IT check, L 14 stress rupture, and
engine hours can be calculated with an euglu-mouancd

co-77 '.-.



2) Provide a device useful to the T700 program by expanding
current history recorder functions.

3) Complete a logical step in FADEC-D&CM technology de-
velopment and provide the potential for early field testing
of an advanced concept.

b. Initiate a study to increase the FADEC systemls ability to de-
tect and provide corrective action for control system failures
not detected by FICA or self-test. Such a system would maxi-
mize control system reliability, increase D&CM capability,
and minimize the need for a hydromechanical baekup system.

c. Initiate Investigations suggested in this report in order to:

1) Improve stress-rulpture calculations consistent with FADE C
parameters and computational capability.

92) Refine FICA designs to include the effect of bleed and var-
iable geometry.

3) Determine the necessity for measuring both PO and PT2
within F ICA.

4) Determine the procedure for handling stalls within FPICA.

Ii) Evaluate the potential for determining engine health frunt
Kaimau filter residuals.

0) Tiprnove low cycle fatigue measuranient system accu racy
by doveloping algorithnis (logic flowecharts) for 0Wunting
NO speed excursions and for cornputlhig LCF on. the
basis of "Master Cycles" whkch combine the CUeot Oi
Partial as wen as Wa0V Specleso.:

]h ~ the aiva of sensor development, uindertake preliminary studies to do-
ternine the potential for digtal p~ressure trwtsduicer cost reduction.
and the proctlity of digtal temperatUe sensor developmout in ow-
Junction with a FADEC-D&CM develaiment progiww.
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS

Engine Parameters

SHiP Shaft Horsepower
T3 Compressor Discharge Temperature, Gas
T4, 1 Gas Generator Turbine Inlet Temperature, Gas
NG Gas Generator Speed
NP Power Turbine Speed
T4.5S Gas Generator Turbine Discharge Temperature,

Measured
T4. 5Q T4. 5 Gas Temperature
PS3 Compressor Discharge Static Pressure
Qi Torque (E ngine No. 1)

Q2 Torque (Engine No. 2)
T2 Compressor Inlet Temperature

PT2 Compressor Inlet TotalProsaire
PL Lube Oil Pressure
TL Lube Oil Temperature
FL BiP Lube Oll Fiter flypasa. A

V Vibration
*MCI) Master Chip Detector

Al AujIe
WV ED Fuel Flow Doemand

* .LWD Load Dunmd Signal
* tfPDNP* Demand

OS Ovonweed
CU Cuor mood
WE FU ruel Fl"ow root-lHavkt
VG VU Vtriable Geometry Feodtac

PAS Power Avallabto -Spindle Signal
AMP UP, Fuel Filter U~~
VGI) Variable Goonietry 'Demand4
W) frassure Altitude (Ambient)
IJYj-1/T Wnet Puirtelo Seatot l1we1Det WPsUr0 4W'

Temperature '

OAT Outsde. Air Tampon~w

I'A

.4 'I

-. 11V
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS - Continued

FADEC-D&CM System Components

HMU Hydromechanical Unit
D&CM Diagnostics and Condition Monitoring
ECU Electrical Control Unit
FICA Failure Indication and Corrective Action
FADEC Full Authority Digital Electronic Control
GSE Ground Support Equipment

P&CM Generated Si~Mas

ESM Engine Status Messages (warning, caution, advisory,
Wilure, oxceedance, and maintenance)

EHDEngine Hlistorical Data (performance, trending, and
life used indices)

PC Failure Code
T411 Gas Generator Turbne~ M~ade Temperature

Miscellaneous

LV1JIT Line=r Variable IPba~w Transformeor
TM Torque Motor
SWl Starting W~leed Valve

4Uno Rieplaceable Vunt
CC Copi (Comim-ntds (data dis~play, record. ECU dizable.)

*Cr's Contra) TztagraV.W Test ystent.
M ~ATS itt Air Wras i~rt Serviiio

Laphisw OKranIAr

A_0. lotl

AD) MAtog to Dlgital (Coxria)
-Beta (tteW101optr 0011etdve"Inh)
Torque Ahtotor. 0urrunt'
Eng1ie liatory flecorder

AGlB Aceao

ugh Peaosuiro T1udbir
OAT Low Pmroosu VUrbine

* Valabl V"OSe Psifr
ALT Ai ft 1o - Cu

A
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* GLOSSARY OF TERMS - Continued

SOAP Spectrometric Oil Analysis Program
APU Auxiliax., Power Unit
OWP Oil-Wetted Parts
F D Fault Detection
FI Fault Isolation
CGEKF Constant Gain Extended Kalman Filter
LCC Life-Cycle 0'st

Coniputer-Gener-ated Plots

Plot Symbol Equivalent Syiilbo1 Name

P63E1 P63 Compressor Discharge Static
Pressure

YPS3 FICA Generated lPS3
PCNPl Percent Power Turbine Speed
YPNP1 FICA Geneirated PCNP1
PUNG1 Percent G;as Generator Speed
YPNGI FICA Generated PCNGl
T45ELI T4. 5 Measurcd Gas 'remporaturc
YT1411 FICA Generaited T45E~LI
T45LI T4. 60 Gas Conoratur Tuirhine Discharge

Tomporaturo
YT45 FICA Gonoratod T45EIl

T~ M1~ iidieaton of Tur~bine Weilt
Tonipe-raturo

FICA (Genorated TL"NIP
YS~?A1Llitsor Failure "ndicator

ThQTX Q Shaft Torque
'rlQP1 Gas Torque

yql FICA Generated 1'ltqrl

WVM1 Wr ~ F'uel Vlow
ZWXF WV? rB Feld Ylow 1,"ed-back

VZWF FIC A 6 eierated VZWP
)YNANG Dytiunorneter Angle Proportoa

to applied load (&xqvalent to
wcotivo pitoh or a Uall-


